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Three persons were injured in
traffic accidents over the
weekend, according to Murray
"From the first, the city of City police
reports.
Washington has been a vast
The first accident occurred at
turbid pool of power and money, two p.m.
Friday on Poplar
entirely surrounded by people Street, and
involved vehicles
who want some of it-whatever driven
by Dennis F. Morgan, of
the price they must pay on
Dyersburg, Tenn., and Thomas
Judgement Day" from some E. Cooley, of Hickman,
acarticle we read the other day. cording to police reports.
A passenger in the Cooley car,
Three Wee young folks met Sharon Cooley,
was treated and
the other evening at the Holiday released at
the MurrayInn. We thought we detected an Calloway County Hospital,
international
so
sound,
naturally we leaned over and
asked Habla Espaniol, which is
all the Spanish we can habla.
Turned out the young man is
Persian by the name of Baum
Tebrizi andthe two young ladles
were Judy Box and Rebecca
Jarman from Paducah. We
Invited them home and we spent
we spent a nice hour talking.
Judy is planning on being a
psychiatric social worker and
Where do Calloway County
Rebecca plans to work with
eceptional children. Behroz is residents work, where do they
working toward a degree in live relative to their places of
engineering. It was refreshing employment and how do they
to find three young people with travel to their jobs?
That is the subject of surveys,
a definite eye to the future. Of
course many have plans, but we covering the entire country,
undertaken by the Commerce
have just not met them.
Department and others as part
Clyde Robertson is building of an overall study of the
Clyde Roberts house across the nation's transportation
road from us. He read the other problem.
day where we had peeked in
Involved, in that connection,
through the windows so by golly is the question of the rate at
he just dropped over and gave which our road building
us the key to go on in and look program should be pursued, the
around, which we did. We must need to conserve gas and the
say that this is a nice home. We matter of automobile pollution.
like the openess of it as well as
In Calloway County, the
the arrangement. Should be figures show,
a considerable
ready soon.
proportion of the working
Down to the Library on population, 75.8 percent, are
Friday to try and find some employed within the county.
That is more than in some
information we wanted. The
folks at the Murray Ilbrary are parts of the country and less
most helpful and go the second than in others. The nature of
each section, whether it is
mile in trying to serve.
largely rural, urban, industrial
If all public supported in- or agricultural, and whether it
stitutions had the same outlook is in close proximity to such
on service as does the local counties, goes to .determine
library, people would not mind where people work in relation to where they live.
paying their tax dollar as much
Nationally, the government's
as they do.

according to hospital officials. Jack Hixon, Route One, acInvestigating police officers cording to police.
Officers said the Lassiter car
said the Morgan car was going
north on Eighth and the Cooley was going East on Elm and the
car was going east on Poplar Hixon car was headed north
when the accident occurred. parked, when it rolled beck.
Damage to the Morgan car was Damage to the Lassiter car was
to the front end, and damage to to the left side, and damage to
the Cooley car was to the right the Hixon car was to the right
rear.
rear.
The third accident of the
The second accident occurred
weekend occurred at 2:10 p.m.
at 2:05 p.m. Friday on Elm, and
Friday at the intersection at
involved cars driven by Mary
12th and Olive, and invoked
W. Lassiter, 1313 Wells, and
cars driven by Lowell H. Alms.
1204 Olive, and Janie/ W.
Thurman, 1206 Olive, according
to police
Jones was treated and
released at the MurrayCalloway County Hospithl,
according to officials.
Officers said the Jones car
was going west on Olive and Vas
Thurman car was going soldh
on 12th when the accident occurred. Damage to the Jones
figures indicate, the proportion car was to hhe left side, and
of people who live and work in damage to the Thurman car
the same county is 74.8 percent. was to the front.
In the East South Central States
At 12:27 a.m. Saturday, a car
it is 77.3 percent and, in the driven by Gordon A. Parsons,
State of Kentucky, 73.3 percent. University Station, and a
As for the means used in motorcycle driven by Warren
getting to work, the type of area McDougal, Route Six, collided
is a major factor in determing on Highway M1 North, acthe kind of transportation used. cording to police.
In the campact, highlyOfficers said both vehicles
urbanized communities, it is were headed south on Highway
noted, there are considerably 641 when the accident occurred.
more public transportation McDougal was treated and
facilities available than in released at the Murraysurban or ural areas.
Calloway County Hospital.
In Callovrway County, an
No one was injured in an
estimated 74 percent of the accident at 11:55 am. Saturday
working population travel to Involving vehicles driven by
their jobs by car, either alone or Hazel R. Mesas, of Pine Bluff,
with others.
Ark., and Perry A. Lester, of
Another 17 percent work at Memphis, according to police.
home or are near enough to
Officers said both cars were
their places of employment to going east on Sycamore when
walk there.
the accident occurred.
Elsewhere in the United to the Pleads car wasplionathe
States, an average of 77.7 rear end, and damage to the
percent get to work by car.
Lester car was to the front end,
Of the others, 7.4 percent according to police.
walk, 5.5 percent use buses or
streetcars, 3.5 percent work at
home and 3.4 percent go by
railroad, subway or taxi. The
remaining 2.3 percent are
unaccounted for.
Copies of the Jackson Purchase Historical Society
Journal are now available from
Dr. Ray Mofield, Depastnent of
Communications, loamy State
University.
About 75 copies remain after
the 1972-73 membership has
been sent copies and these are
on sale for 2.14 each by mail.
Copies picked up in person cost
&00 each.
Volume 1 contains notes from
Department of Education -Dr. Glenn Wilcox, editor; a
division of finance for a letter history of the JPHS itself by Dr.
Intent which would allow the Harvey Elder; Sources for
board to do some excavation Jackson Purchase History in
work and foundation work ?An Library by Dr. Hughie
before the sale of the bonds.
Lawson;
sounds
of
The firm of Standard and Callowayland
Brown
by
Poor's 1Rat1ig Service- will be Tucker; Glimpses of -Fulton &asked to give a rating on the
Hickman Counties by Mid*
bonds to be sold, Miller said.
Jewel; William Kelly & the Air
In routine business, the board Boiling Process of Steel Making
elected some new staff men- by Corrine Whitehead;The
hers and approved a request Jackson Purchase in Historical
from the Production Credit Perspective by Dr. Ray
Association to use the Calloway Mofield; Ancient Buried City
High School gym on October 9 by Janie Bodkin; Hog Killing
for its annual meeting.
Day by W. D. Haden; several
Bus route changes were book- reviews and a list of
approved,as were the awarding members.
of average daily attendance
contract for out-of-district
students. The estimated budget
for the 1973-74 school year was
also approved.

Over 75% of Local
Workers EmpIoed
In Calloway County

We finally got to see, "Sound
of Music," over at Tommy
Brown's place. Good show.
Popcorn was good too. Having
been in Bavaria where the film
was made, we saw a number of
scenes
appeared
which
familiar. Saw Bob and Marilyn
Sanderson there.

Plans Continue For
Construction of New
Elementary Schools

"God give us Serenity to
accept what cannot be changed,
Discussion continued on plans
Courage to change what should for the three new „county
(See Seen & Heard,Page II) elementary schools at the
regular Septernber meeting of
the Calloway County Board of
Education Friday night, according to William Miller,
superintaident.
The board adopted a
resolution of the Calloway
Fiscal Court asking the court to
C,alloway Cotmty Fire-Rescue make arrangements to insure
trucks answered a call Satur- the sale of revenue bonds for the
day afternoon to the home of financing of the new schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lamb,
Also, Miller said, the boardMurray Route Three. Minor moved to ask the State
fire damage in the dining room
and some smoke was reported
by rescue squad officers about
3:45 p.m. Saturday.
Mrs. Lamb told firemen that
she had just stepped back into
the house after being outside a
Murray Headstart will hold
minutes when she registration
few
on Friday morning,
discovered the blaze coming September
14, from 9:00-12:00.
from a wall socket in their new at
the Headstart Center which is
home.
located on North Second Street.
A curtain was burned and the
Children with 1968-69 birceiling and wall of the room
thdays are eligible for this
were damaged, but Mr. Lamb
year's program. The first day of
was able to extinguish the blaze
classes will be Monday, Sepbefore firemen arrived. Over a
tember 17, and the children will
dozen firemen and two trucks
go from 8:30-12:30, from Sepanswered the call within five
tember 17-September 20.
minutes after the alarm was
Starting September 24, the
turned in.
children will go from 8:311 2:30
(4) four days a week. Persons
unable to attend registration,
should call 753-7286, a
spokesman said.
•
This year there is a
ri Partly cloudy and a little significant
change in the
cooler tonight, low in the upper Headstart Program
as families
505 to low 60s. Mostly sunny whose income
exceed the
Tuesday, high in the low to mid Economic
Guidelines can now
I.
send their children to Headstart
Outlook 'Wednesday through by paying a small monthly fee,
Frider"-Violable -thuudiness
Children saw
and a little cooler and less hu- were enrolled in last year's
mid. Daily highs in the 70s and program also need to be
8hs and overnight lows in the registered at the time men5Cts
tioned above

Gary Lamb Home h
Damaged By Fire
Saturday Afternoon

Registration For
Headstart Friday

The Weather

Historical SocietyJournal Available

Grand Jury
Is Selected
Lions Club Will
Court
Sell Light Bulbs For
The Murray Lions Club will
hold its fall light bulb sale on
Tuesday, September
25,
beginning at five p.m., according to Lion James D.
Parks.
Club officers said they appreciate very much the interest and assistance shown by
the public in aiding the club's
cause of sight saving for indigent and needy persons.
Lion Parks said this was not a
charity drive, as the club sale a
package of name-brand bulbs of
different wattage for a nominal
sarn-, equivalent-to going prices
In any store or super-market.
Persons desiring special
orders may call Lion Parks at
7M-6087.

The September term of the
Calloway Circuit Court opened
today to select members of the
Grand Jury, according to
Circuit Court Clerk James
Blalock. ----Named as foreman of the
Grand Jury was Mrs. C.
Stubblefield. The Jut will
report beck with indicto hits
and the Grand Jury rep: on
Thursday, according t, the
clerk's office.
Other members of the hand
Jury are John Mahan. Rai
Allbritten, Mary Alice Gee,
Jerry McCoy,Joe Ryan Cooper,
Allah hflhh
Carman, Sonny Hooks, Grindy
M. Falwell, Jerry Key. and
'hug
Harold Wayne Moss,
to the clerk's office
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Three Persons Injured In
Accidents Over The Weekend

By James C. Williams
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Nixon Ready To Compromise
'On Solutions To Problems'
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
major new effort to put Watergate behind him,President Nixon told the Democratic-conthere are "_certaill principles
trolled Congress today that he
vital national Concern
cannot be compromined—
lit is ready to compromise "on solutions to our national probneed for tiodastary
lems.",,
for a strong waken 1141‘.4s
posture, and kir the
Submitting a special 15,000nervation of the requisite
word State of the Union mesere of the executive
sage, Nixon urged action this
However, he said that
year on his priority legislation
these limits I stand
and stated anew actions he opfind
poses: a tax increase, red-ink
P01013/1—Nizon mkt
spending, hefty defense cuts
Is apparent that many
and the busing of school chilgrew "wish to play a
dren to achieve racial balance.
rola. Is IPVIritial the
•
Mingling compltrients with
and -want to increase the
criticism, Nixon said he welspect and authority which
comes "a congressional renaistunericen pavan feel for
sance" and is "ready to find
great institution.-" The
workable compromises wherdent said; "I welliame a
ever possible on solutions to
gressional renaissance."
our national problems."
INFLATION--`*The
While making repeated
wind inflation must be
pledges of cooperation, the
first priority for the
President emphasized that if
of this year," said
Congress
votes more money
Nixon. He added that
than he wants, he will not hesiwe could do al this 'to
tate to veto spending bills and
be more effective in .,
Impound appropriations.
dation than to ...
He also said he "will continue
federal budget."
to oppose all efforts to strip the

Nixon At A Glance
TON(AP)— Here•
glance, is a summary of
filima's new Nate of
;
message to Congress,
•PERATION—The Peensaid that there "can be no
I
of wisdom oo either
of Pennsylvania Avenue
there sisould be no =nanopower." He said that "...if
•.. In a spirit of conye
our varperspectives can be a
of great creativity ratho-couesoteleadisenr.
r

4o.

•

bis bald to,&et
than 10 of his proposincluding "many presehig
•• which mum be solved
dispatch.' He said pointy
include trade, tax and
refertn„ energy propos/pedal ecrannesherigl for
'abbe schools, kcal COMM of
commuoity development*do,
land-crime bills and
an of
1 campaign reform COMMiliIsioa.
LIMITS—The President said

Little Change Found In Beef
Prices After Ceiling Lifted
By LOULSE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Consumers shopping for beef
found little change in prices today, despite the lifting of the
ceiling imposed more than five
months ago. No one knew for
sure just what would happen
later in the week.
John Shepherd, a spokesman
for Safeway stores in the Washington, D.C., area, said: "As of
-right now nothing has changed.
We are still studying the regulations. We also need to know
what the wholesale market is
going to do."
The story was the same in
Miami. Ron Pitts, the manager
of a Publix supermarket, said

he was waiting to see what mour & Co. "On the other
would happen when suppliers hand, if they continue buying, it
issue new price lists, reflecting may go up some."
not only the end of the beef
A spokesman for the Pathceiling, but also the beginning mark chain, which operates
of new regulations on other about 100 stores along the Eastfoods.
ern Seaboard, said meat prices
For now, Pitta said, "all our won't change before Wednesprices stayed the same—not day—the day the beef ceiling
one cent change."
originally was scheduled to
Many industry spokesmen end. The government ansaid consumer buying patterns nounced Friday that the freeze
would be a major factor in de- would be lifted two days early,
termining the price trend.
partly to prevent shortages.
"The general feeling at this
"If the housewives decide the time is that there could be lowprice is too high and don't buy, er prices on the more importhen the price is going to have tant beef cuts," the Pathmark
to come back down," said Ed spokesman said.
Spear, a spokesman for ArMost supermarket officials
contacted in an early morning
check today said it was too early to tell where prices were gojog
Bert Brantley, a South Carolina wholesaler, said, however,
that the commercial shipment
he received this morning cost
and also holds membership in him two cents a pound less
the 32nd degree Consistory, in than last week.
"There is plenty of beef in
the Commandery, and other
Masonic groups. The honor to the country," Brantley said,
be given is a result of "so much, in fact, that I expect
meritorious service in all the market to be flooded and
the bottom to drop out."
Masonic bodies.
lPhlladelphia shoppers faced
A quotation from ---r#
an additional .olirein7 Retail McKenzie's writings: clerks
voted ounday to walk out
"DeMolay has answered the today at 250
Acme, Food Fair
nation's call through the arid A&P
supermarkets in a
principles for which it tands: contract dispute.
filial love, reverence for God,
The leaders of local 317 of the
courtesy, comradeship,fidelity,
cleanliness, and patriotism."
(See Prices,Page II)

Rev. McKenzie To
Get Notkmat Honor
A Murrayan is to be given
national recognition in the
Scottish Rite Cathedral in St.
Louis, Missouri, on October 12.
The Rev. Henry McKenzie, of
Murray,is to be honored by the
International Supreme Council
of the Order of DeMolay by the
eonferring of their Honorary
Legion of Honor Degree.
The investiture, the highest
honor that the Supreme Council
can bestow upon a member of
Masonic Orders, is to be conferred by the Supreme Council
Executive Officers of the
jurisdiction, and results from
Mr. McKenzie's national
contributions through lecture
work, editorial and pamphlet
instructions as well as countless
explanations of Masonic history
and ritual development.

presidency of powers it must
have to be effective"—an apparent threat to veto any legislation that would limit his war
powers.
Nixon displayed the olive
branch more prominently than
the willow switch, however.
Asserting a belief in a strong
Congress as well as a strong
presidency, he said, "There can
be no monopoly of wisdom on
either end of Pennsylvania Avenue and there should be no monopoly of power."
"... If we proceed in a spirit
of constructive partnership, our
varying perspectives can be a
source of great creativity father than a cause of deadlock,"
Nixon said.
While saying Congress has
yet to act on more than 50 of
his proposals, Nixon focused attention on selected bills he said
would meet "many pressing
problems which must be solved
with dispatch."
The priority items include
trade, tax and pension reform,
energy proposals, special revenue sharing for public schools,
local control of community development funds, anti-crime
bills and creation of a campaign reform commission.
Nixon did not directly mention the Watergate scandal, but
In discussing election reform he
said "no subject over the last
few months has so stirred public comment and reflection."
(See Nixon,Page 10)

Arthritis Drive
Goal Is $2300
Mrs. Free Gardner and Mrs.
Gerry Requarth, Arthritis
campaign co-chairman for
Calloway County, announced
today that the organisation will
airn for a fund-raising goal of
$2300 in its 1973 drive.
A series of campaign events
are planneh for the drive whichwill culminate with a door-to
door Arthritis Victory March
from September 17-21, the
leaders said.
One out of four families or
seventeen million people are
afflicted with arthritis, the
leaders said, and right here in
Calloway County there are
men, women and children who
are victims of the disease.
Funds are needed to provide
medical and information services for them, and also needed
to support research programs
because research is the only
hope for final victory over
arthritis, the co-chairmen said.
The leaders said all persons
who will volunteer to assist in
the campaign and victory
march on September 17-21, are asked to call Mrs. John Simmons, city chairman, Mrs. Ray
Broach, rural chairman, or the
Future
Homemakers
of
America chapters of Murray
High and Calloway County High
Schools.

A

The citation by the Council
notes his interest and concern in
Masonic youth work which date
back to the early years of
DeMolay which was founded in
1919, but has now grown into
chapters
2500
spread
throughout all of the United
States, seven provinces in
Canada, Mexico, and nine other
countries, with a tolikl" membership since the Order cam
into being.
Rev. McKenzie was guest
speaker at the public installation of DeMolay officers
for the Poplar Bluff, Missouri,
Chapter on Sunday, September
9,and a caravan of Poplar Bluff
Masons will be accompanying
him to St. Louis for the October
ceremonies, where prominent
Masonic ;officials from a wide
area mill.hein.altsoaditoc_e _
Mr. McKenzie has held Shrine
DUSCUSS FUEL SUPPLy*-1-14esideat
diaellor •
Ilesie
membership for forty-eight problemi stemming from the fuel supply shortages. The President is flanked by Treasury Secretary
years in Abou Ben Ad111111 George
left,and Secretary,of Interior Rogers C.R. Morton.
Shrine in Springfield. Missouri,
(AP Wirephotoo
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIDO=•TIMIS MX

Johnny Kelso and Max Parks of the Calloway
County High School FFA Chapter won first place in
,The tobacco division at the Kentucky State Fair at
The current issue of Look magazine features a
lengthy excerpt from the book on George C. Mar4hall, compiled and written by Dr. Forrest C. Pogue.
: The September Grand Jury is now in session and
will report to Circuit Judge Earl Osborne.
Mrs Ed Frank Kirk won the trip to the 1964
World's Fair at New York which was given away at
the open house held by the Bank of Murray.

20Years Ago Today
LLDGICR Si TIMM In/P1

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Give therefore thy ser.yant an understanding heart
to judge thy people that I may discern between
good and bad.—I Kings 3:9.
We need this prayer today as it is often hard to
judge what is good or what is bad.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

My grandmother, who read newspapers for the
stories that tickled her used to exclaim: "Laugh!
Why, I thought, I'd die." But she didn't die of
laughter. She expired at 90, sorely disappointed
because she no longer could find much to laugh
about in the shifts to different news values: a
government that dominated the news and taxes.
"Man is distinguished from all
other creatures by the faculty of
laughter."
—Joseph Addison

Forest Fire Control
Shows Results In Valley

-

Forty years ago the annual
Today virtually all private
losses to forest fires in parts of forest land in the Valley is
the Tennessee Valley ran as under protection. Where the
high as itt percent of the area in annual burn 40 years ago was_3
forest. Last year, the regional to 10 percent of the forest, now it
fire loss was only one-eighth of generally ranges from oneone percent.
quarter to one-half of one
Working with state forestry percent
agencies"to bring about better
The average fire has been
control of forest fires on reduced in size from 171 acres to
private lands was one of the about 11 acres, and the average
first concerns of
the TVA region's annual burn has
regional resource development dropped from nearly a million
program that got under way in acres to less than a hundred
the 1930's.
thousand.
At that time, state forestry
Last year saw more land
programs in the region were under protection and fewer
severely limited by very small acres burned than any year in
budgets and staffs. Less than TVA history. Of nearly 20
half the forest lands of the million acres of forest under the
Tennessee
Valley
were protection of state agencies,
receiving any kind of fire less than 24,000 acres were
protection, and even there the burned by the 3,200 reported
protection was far from fires.
adequate. Fires burned an
On a state basis, the best
estimated 750,000 to 1,000,000
record in 1972 was in the eleven
acres of forest a year.
Tennessee Valley counties of
The first need was an inVirginia, where the annual burn
tensive educational campaign
was only .03 of one percent
to overcome public apathy and
Wythe County, Virginia, and
local indifference to the
problem. It was decided that Johnson County, Tennessee,
TVA would take the lead in this reported no forest fires for the
effort, and at the same time entire year. Ten other Valley
give the states financial and counties recorded burn rates of
technical
assistance
in .01 of one percent, and eleven
establishing a fire detection others did not exceed .02 of one
system. The individual states percent.
Foresters point out that the
were responsible tot trilining
fire crews and carrying out fire job Is not complete, however,
and there Is no room for comsuppression.
By the mid-1940's these placency in the fight against
programs sore beginning to fire. Forest fire damage will
show ranks. Since that time vary from year to year with
There
tow but steady weather- conditions. and other
Improvement in fire statistics factors-including the degree of
for the 125 Tennessee Valley care taken by the public. But
counties, and a continuing in- present protection programs
crease in forest land under should continue to hold losses
below one-half of one percent
protection.

PAGE THREE

Apple Festival To Be Held In
Paintsville In Early October

PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N.,e4t.,
Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
Waiter L Apperson, President and Publisher

011ie Brown, manager of the Murray Telephone
office, received a 30 year service pin at a dinner held
in his honor at the National Hotel.
Mary Lucille Tidwell, infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cornelius Tidwell of Lynn Grove Route One,
died last night. She lived for twelve hours.
Miss Patricia Ann Futrell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Futrell, was married to Gene Thomas
Wells, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glyco Wells, on September 6 at'the First Methodist Church.
The Murray Rescue Squad, John Shroat,
president, will stage a Coon-On-A-Log contest at the
Irvin Cobb Resort with Paul Bailey of Murray as
director.
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tree or Not

Re-Registration Figure

Could Surpass Predictions
By S.C. Van Curse
FRANKFORT—The Secretary of State's
office processed the millionth voter reregistration through the computers here last
week.
Secretary of State Thelma Stovall expects
the total to go to 1.2 million when the deadline of
September 24 is reached for re-registration.
The 1.2 million figure is not going to be as
short as some predicted earlier this year when
re-registration was going at a snail's pace
throughout the state. As of June 30, 1972 there
were 1,454,000 registered voters in Kentucky,
Mrs. Frances Travis, Mrs ;tovall's deputy,
said.
Strange as it may seam 28 counties had more
people registered to vote than the population as
shown by the 1970 census figures. Morgan
County had 24,000 voters registered and the
1970 population showed 18,000 people in the
county. In Estill County there were 5,000
registered and the population was 4,500.
There's bound to be some people in these 28
counties under the legal voting age of 18.
County Court Clerks are paid 25 cents by the
state for each re-registration and the county
pays the clerks 15 cents for each new
registration. All county offices are fee offices
under the state constitution. This means their
operating money and salaries come in the form
of fees paid by people for services.
Few people may know it, but the county pays
the County Court Clerk five cents per
registered voter every election. This is for
making up the county precinct lists. Clerks also
sell these to candidates and party workers.

Under Kentuck Statutes the Secretary of
State may furnish a candidate's roster
(precinct registration list) for $3.00 per
precinct. But under the law the only persons
who can buy this list are bonafide candidates
for statewide office, party chairmen, and any
organized group working for or against a
constitutional question on the ballot.
The Secretary of State's office estimates
approximately 250,000 persons won't reregister for the November election, but the
registration rolls will open again after the
election. Reason for this is a local election year
and in one-party counties there is no opposition
this fall. The only state question is the two
constitutional amendments.
Mrs. Travis said County Court Clerks across
the state are doing an excellent job in reregistration. The computer crews in Mrs.
Stovall's office are keeping up vrithprocessing
the re-registrations about as fast as they come
in from across the state.
Voters must supply their Social Security
number on the new registration forms. If a
voter doesn't have a Social Security number, he
is assigned a voter registration number by the
state. Before the Social Security number was
not required. This is one of the safety features
to prevent a person from registering twice.
Strange as it may seem, the state computer
has found two people with the same Social
Security number in two instances. Mrs. Travis
said these have been verified and the local
clerks have been notified for these people to
write Social Security headquarters in
Baltimore and get their records corrected.

PAINTSVILLE, Ky.—
Paintsville, county seat of
Johnson County, Kentucky
usually is a quiet little Eastern
Kentucky town nestled in the
foothills of the Appalachiansexcept for three days of every
year.
On those three days-this year
October 4, 5 and 6-the
population will increase from
4,500 to between 30,000 to 50,000
each day. The occasion is the
Kentucky Apple Festival.
Preparations are underway
all year, but during mid-August
the pace quickens because
there's a lot of "gettin' ready"
to do.
Apple peelers hum in the
clubhouses of the six Johnson
County Community Development Clubs which are
responsible for most of the
concession stands that will line
the streets selling home-made
apple confections. At the nearby
community of Thelma they're
canning apples for the fried pies
that will be served hot off the
griddle. Dan Gambill, of the
Thelma Development Club,
says 5,000 pies were served last
year and they're adding three
extra skillets this year to fill the
demand.
In East Point, dub member's
are spending every Saturday
cooking apple butter. Each of
the big iron kettles will provide
about 200 quarts and they hope
to have 3,000 quarts ready by
festival time in addition to the
apple butter that will be cooked
during the festival in front of the
court house.
Civic clubs are busy too. The
Kiwanians are recruiting
volunteers to man the barbecue
pits. Beta Sigma Phi sorority
members are meeting almost
daily to organize the three mile
long parade. Jaycees are
building the apple-dunking
machine that will finance the
queen's trip to the national
competition of apple queens in
Biglersville
Pa.
Young
Woman's Club- members are
arranging for the Apple Ball
and members of the Apple
Board, the festival steering
committee, are concentrating

on the planning of contests and
entertainment.
Competitions range
from
babies to beauties, including
four-legged and four-wheeled
ones. In the city and county
schools eliminations are underway to select contestants for
the spelling bee, adding match
and costiune competition. The
letter-writing competition is
also in full swing in the schools
to see who can write the best
letter persuading friends and
relatives to come to the festival.
Photographs of the babies
that will compete for the Apple
Baby Crowns(a boy and a girl)
are cropping up in downtown
store windows.

potential for apple growing in
mountainous Johnson County,
but saw the need for an
adequate market for the crop.

The 328-foot radio telescope
of the Max Planck Institute in
Bonn, W. Germany, is the
world's largest fully steerable
radio telescope.

*****************
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Mrs. Glynn Orr-lisited Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Adams
Tuesday afternoon. Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore had Mr. and Mrs.
Godfrey Smothers and family
from Chattanooga in their home
over the weekend.
There were several acteens
from Birds Creek Baptist
Church that spent the night with
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
Sunday.
Mrs. Tom Wilson, Mrs. R.D.
Key, Mrs. Glynn On, Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke and Mrs.
Warren Sykes spent the day
with Mrs. Ella Morris and
daughter, Jessie, Wednesday.
"A friend in need is a friend
indeed." Neighbors and friends
gathered at the home Of Gaylon
Morris Monday and cut his
tobacco. Those helping were
Virgil Paschall, Wade Holley,
Morris Jenkins, Milford Orr,
Enloe Tarkington, Kenny
Jekins, Harold Pillow, Harold
Holley, Charles Paschall,
Dolphus Harrelson, Edd
(Youder and son, Tommy, and
Talus Orr.
Others were Cooper Jones,
Howard
Morris, Gurvis
Paschall, Frank Buie, Perry
Stewart, Gaylon H. Morris,
Ralph Gallimore, Donnie
Paschall, Hugh Paschall, Roy
pa-sogl!,.11111y Nay**. Wayne.
Raines, Daniel Paichall, Hubetr
Fletcher and Joe Lankford.
This was very much appreciated by Mr. and Mrs.
Morris.
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paylon Morris lniures Foot WeriltulitheritWein
weekend with the Tony Sykes'.
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie Orr spent
Sunday night with Miss Sylvia
Kuykendoll.
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key visited
in Henry County Hospital
Monday, seeing Mrs. Mary Lee,
Mr. Mike Jenkins and baby,
Adolphus Paschall and Elton
Nash.
Mrs. airdia Morris visited
Mrs. Toni . Wilson over the
weekend.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mrs. Holice Grooms Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Berthal Grooms
and daughter from Michigan
visited Mrs. Holice Grooms last
week. She returned home with
them for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
son, Terry, visited Mrs, Bertie
Jenkins Sunday along with Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
son Kenny. They visited Mrs.
Mike Jenkins and new baby in
the hospital Sunday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Blynn Orr and
son visited the R.D Keys
Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
attended church at Birds Creek
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young
and family from Covington,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Derrel
Wilson and family from Paris
nreTe Bto:inctift 411Jr.ro
visited the Maburn
Rey's
_
and son and Mr. and Mrs. Sunday.
Douglas Vandyke.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke and
Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice Mrs. lane Orr visited Mrs.
Harrington and son from Mike Jenkins and baby in the
Parsons, Tenn., spent the hospital Tuesday

Mrs. Maggie W
at the August
United Methodist
Good Shepherd
two p.m. at the
The program o
"The Great Spirit
Miss Audie Green,
purpose was t
what American
to teach their
illustrate the urn
American Indians
Also taking
program were
Lassiter and M
Smith.
The meeting
unison with an
prayer: "Forbid
any man until I
two moons in his
Mrs. Libby
opening prayer
treasurer's report
sent a check to
Mission, where
Mrs. Reba Miller
clothing. Mrs.
discussed the
held in October.
The hostesses,
Sigmon and Mrs.
served refr
'close -of the
present,
not
mentioned, were
Dunn and Mrs.

Davis, who has been chairman of the event since its inception, organized a street sale
of apples He didn't know then
that he was opening the door
for one of Kentucky's biggest
fest'vats.

Constellations
are
conBands and majorette teams figurations of stars supposedly
are putting in extra practice resembling a particular object,
hours on routines for the person or animal.
competition as well as appearances in the big parade.
Dog owners are taking time to
groom and train their animals
for the Johnson County
Fozhunters Association special
dog show.
Musicians are tuning up for
the continuous entertainment
provided on three stages
throughont the festivities and
for the all-night square dancing
,that vrill climax the week-end
events.
Antique and sportscar owners
are polishing the chrome and
scrubbing the white sidewalls in
hopes of claiming one of the
more than 100 trophies
presented is this competiton.
All of the contests are open to
people from all over the state.
The three-day festival got its
start 11 years ago when a
Paintsville banker-farmer,
Elmon Davis, realized the

North Fork News ...

By Mrs. R.D. Key
September 5, 1973
Gaylon Morris was injured
last week. While working in
hay, he fell and the wagon wheel
ran over his foot on up to his hip.
He is not able to walk without
crutches. Visitors in to see him
were Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key,
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes,
MI'. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke, Howard Morris,
Jessie Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Pillow, Bro. Vaden, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore, Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylon H. Morris and
Michelle, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr, Guvis
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Holley, Cooper Jones, Richie
Weaver, Charles Paschall,
Perry Stewart, Finnie Stewart
and Enloe Tarkington.
Mrs. Lillian Ross and Mrs.
Cordia Morris visited Mrs. Ella
Morris last Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke visited Bro. and Mrs.
Terry Sills last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Powell
last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
children from Nashville spent
the weekend with the Glynn
Orr's. Other visitors on Sunday
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Mrs. Maggie WoO-ctS Presides At Meet
Of Church Women

-*Oar Wedding Anniversary

Fulton Arid HaftViws Solemnized
Monday, September 10
Weight control classes will
open at ten a.m and seven p.m.
at the Health Department.

Mrs. Maggie Woods presided
at the August meeting of the
United Methodist Women of the
Good Shepherd Church held at
two p.m. at the church.
The program on the theme,
"The Great Spirit," was led by
Miss Audie Green, who said the
purpose was to convey
what American Indians attempt
to teach their youth and to
illustrate the unity among the
American Indians.
Also taking part in the
program were Mrs. Lee
Lassiter and Mrs. Mildred
Smith.
The meeting was closed in
unison with an old Indian
prayer: "Forbid that I judge
any man until I have worked
two moons in his moccasins."
Mrs. Libby Mahan led the
opening prayer and gave the
treasurer's report. The women
sent a check to the Reelfoot
Mission, where Mrs. Woods and
Mrs. Reba Miller recently took
clothing. Mrs. Mildred Smith
discussed the book study to be
held in October.
The hostesses, Mrs. Esther
Sigrnon and Mrs. Reba Miller,
served refreshments at the
close -of the meeting. Also'
not
previously
present,
mentioned, were Mrs. Gladys
Dunn and Mrs. Ruth Wilson.

7:30 p.m in the band room of
the Murray Middle School.
Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet at the church at 9:30
a.m with Mrs. Zella Futrell as
leader.

The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Harry Russell at 7:30 p.m.
Palestine United Methodist
with Mrs. Leon Adams as
are Church Women will meet at the
Visitors
cohostess.
church at ten a.m.
welcome.
Recovery, Inc., for nervous
persons or former mental
patients, will meet at the
Mental Health Center at seven
p.m.

Murray Quota Club will have
its business meeting at 12 noon
at the Triangle Inn.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.

Ladies' Steak Night will be
held at the Oaks County Club at
6:30 p.m. with Mrs. Billy Ray
Groups of the First Christian
Roberts, Mrs. Eugene Burkeen,
CWF will meet as
Church
and Miss Rebecca Dublin as
follows; I with Mrs. Howard
hostesses.
Titsworth at eleven a.m. for a
Mrs.
Board of Directors of the potluck luncheon with
of the
Murray Country Club will meet James Boone in charge
IV with Mrs. Dan
at 7:30 pm. at the club house. program;
Thomas Marshall at 7:30 p.m.
in
Group III of the First with Mrs. Richard Greer
Christian Church CWF will charge -of the program.
meet with Mrs. Oren Hull at
Lydian Sunday School Class
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Don Hall as of
First Baptist Church will
leader.
program
meet at the home of Dr. Helene
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at seven p.m..
at the church.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck supper at the
club house at 6:30 p_rn, with the
program by the Music
Department. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Ellwood Brown, Jr.,
William Smith, Kenneth Winters, Allen Russell, and Mona
Purdom.

Pri3/RT.H.Sj
MCCOY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Homer McCoy
of Murray Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, Jason
Lynn, weighing nine pounds ten
ounces, born on Wednesday,
August 29, at 3:43 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
They have another son,
Timothy Lee, age eight, and a
daughter, Christy Michelle, age
two, The father is an iron
worker for the Story Construction Company, Mayfield.
John McCoy of Cadiz is a
grandfather. Mrs. Grace Dunno
Of Cadiz is a great grandmother.
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Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will have a dinner
meeting at Perkins Pancake
House at 6:30 p.m.

Visher, Dogwood Drive West, at
seven p.m.
Morning circles of the First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 am.
as follows: Alice Waters with
Mrs. I.B. Mayfield at Hamlin;
Bessie Tucker, with Mrs. Haron
Boulevard;
West, Olive
Maryleona Frost with Mrs.
W.E. Watson, Murray Route
Seven
Wednesday,September 12
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. Fulton Young at
2:30 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Coy
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Coy will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary with an open house at their home, east of Alrno near
Independence United Methodist Church,on Sunday, September 16
from two to four o'clock in the afternoon.
All friends and relatives are invited to the open house.
Mr. and Mrs..Coy Were married September 15, 2923, in Stewart
County,Tenn., by J.M. Mullens,justice of the peace. He is the son
of the late Richard P. and Bertha Coy. Mrs. Coy is the daughter of
the late Henry and Sallie Wofford.
They have two sons, Howard of Almo and Kenneth of Murray,
and one daughter, Mrs. Glen lEdna) Cunningham, also of
Murray. They also .have eight grandchildren and one great
grandchild.

Vowta•r4, arid
%9n./ -110n.crwu

Tuesday, September 11
Murray TOPS will meet at the
Health Center at seven p.m.
Mrs. Terry Ray Hart

LUtddallt allrUAX•AdaitAtoj
New.
afful_'

First Baptist Church Women
will meet at the church at 9:30
8111

aunts of the bride, and Miss
Miss Leah Elizabeth Fulton lace ruffle. The a-line skirt was
Arant.
and Terry Ray Hart were united defined with a self crepe sash Jane
were greeted by Mrs.
Guests
self
with
the
in
back
looped
First
the
in marriage at
Annie Armstrong Group of
and the guest
Grogan
Harold
matching
wore
She
streamers.
Christian Church on Sunday,
First Baptist Church will meet
by
Miss
kept
was
register
rosebuds
Beauty
American
August 12, at four o'clock in the
Debbie Johnson. Rice bags with Mrs. Paul Lyons at ten
scattered in her hair.
afternoon.
were distributed by Misses a.m.
were
bridesmaids
aa
Serving
The bride is the daughter of
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Sonia
Duncan, Belinda Hart and
Mrs.
and
Johnson.
Susan
Miss
- Genic* Ann Potts of Kirksey Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Fulton
Group II of First Baptist
bridesmaid Jan Dougherty. Miss Nancy
Junior
Pigg.
James
Mr.
of
son
the
is
discharged
groom
the
and
Route One was
background Church Women will meet with
provided
Luther
of
sister
Fulton,
Miss
Stacy
was
September 1 from the Com- and Mrs. James Hart Jr.
Mrs. Fred Phillips at ten am.
music.
A program of nuptial music the bride. Their dresses were
munity Hospital, Mayfield.
included
guests
town
of
Out
honor.
of
was presented by Miss Nancy identical to the maid
Providence
New
The
attendant s carried Mr. and Mrs. James Crass,
Luther, organist, and Mrs. The
at
Lashlee, and Mr. Homemakers Club will meet
Carman
Miss
and
rosebuds
pink
of
nosegays
William M. Porter, soloist.
the home of Mrs. Hardiman
of
Hellenthal
Bob
and
Mrs.
to
similar
The double ring ceremony dried baby's breath,
Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Miller at one p.m.
was performed by Dr. David C. that of the bride.
OR April 29,1945,in his
W. Gleeson, Jackson Tenn.;
J.
best
as
served
Bell
Dwain
Murray Branch of the AAUW
Roos before an altar centered
—__._gitsaid bunker in Berlin,
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Howard, Mr. will have a potluck supper in the
Adolf Hitler married Eva
with a fifteen branched can- man and the groomsmen were
Braun. Martin Bormann
with Steve Payne, Ronnie 'Smith, and Mrs. Tommy Ethridge, social center of the home
delabrum entwined
Mrs. Jessie economics department at
Rev. and
was the best man.Each
greenery. On either side were Jimmy Brandon and Jerry
of the wedding guests
Daugherty and Jan Daugherty, Murray State University at 6:30
Hart, brother of the groom.
large
holding
pedestals
white
received •silver-framed
The mother of the bride Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs Bobby p.m.
white urns filled with snapphotograph of the Fuhrer
for her daughter's Copeland, Mr. and Mrs. John A.
selected
dragons, pink arid white mums
and two cyanide capsules.
Gibson, Mrs. Jerry Hart, Miss
All parents of the potential 6th
and baby's breath. Further wedding a formal long sleeved
Ivan Barker, grade band members meet at
Duncan,
Sonia
jersey,
rose
matte
petal
of
gown
two
were
enhancing the altar
Donnie Bryant, Mr. and Mrs.
spiral candlebra holding lighted designed with a slightly high
Richard Ramey, Miss Carol
white tapers. Each window in waistline and covered by a full
Anderson, Mrs. Howell Hart,
coat.
She
sleeveless
length
taper
single
a
held
the church
and
Candice Hart, all of
and
accessories
matching
chose
surrounded by magnolia
Dyersburg, Term.; Mr. and
foliage. The family pews were her corsage was a purple
Mrs. Carl Davidson, Gary,
marked with pink satin bows. throated orchid.
Mr and Mrs. Boyd
Indiana;
was
mother
groom's
The
Bride's Dress
and Mr. and Mrs.
The bride chose for her attired in a formal gown of Hensley
at Johnny Hensley, Newark, Ohio;
wedding a formal gown of aquamarine knit accented
of Mr. and Mrs. William Winters,
band
wide
a
by
waistline
the
Candlelight silk organza
self colored lace trimmed with Timmy and Billy, Columbus,
dered
re-embroi
with
combined
the last ten days
Ohio; Mrs. Edward Terry and
Venice lace and insertion. The rhinestones. She wore matching
WEDNESDAY!
Misses Karen and Cindy Terry
corsage.
and
her
accessories
fitted - bodice featured a Vicand Tracy Terry of Wickliffe;
torian neckline which was was a white orchid.
The grandmother of the bride, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hart and
adorned with an ecru Venice
Marvin Fulton, wore a Belinda Hart, Louisville; Miss
Mrs.
lace ruffle and short puff
Alice Caldwell, Cadiz; Mr. and
sleeves with the repeated lace floor length gown of blue knit in
Her Mrs.Jay Miller, Frank Miller
trim. Tiny rosebuds in shades of a classic shirtwaist design.
The and Miss Renee Morris, Benpink were re-embroidered on accessories were white.
groom,
of
Mr. and Mrs. O.C. O'Kell, •
the
grandmother
the lace insertion. A bib-effect
Sr., was at- Glendale, California.
was created on the bodice with Mrs. James Hart
Following the reception, the
the lace pattern, and the same tired in a dress of mauve pink
couple
left on a honeymoon trip
white
chose
she
which
with
knit,
treatment was used on the
to the Lake of the Ozarks, with
voluminous skirt in vertial rows and pink accessories.
the bride wearing a pink and
and around the bottom. A flat
Both grandmothers were white
plaid pants suit and her
streamers
long
with
bow
satin
ofcorsages
presented
By
mother's corsage. They are now
back
the
to
was
attached
cyrnbidium orchids.
Barbara Jewell
at home at their aprtrnent in
waistline.
Reception
PRETTY YELLOW
Murray.
The chapel length train
Following the ceremony a
MARSH FLOWER
Rehearsal Dinner
she
as
driven
gracefully
along
flowed
ever
If You have
reception was held at the
The
rehearsal dinner was
eastby
our
escorted
of
marshes
descended the aisle
the coastal
Murray Woman's Club House.
given by the parents of the
ern seaboard you probably have her father, who gave her in
The bride's table was draped groom for members of the
noticed small, yellow flowers marriage. Her formal length
a pale pink taffeta cloth wedding party and out-of-town
with
growing along the swamps. These
illusion was
lovely plants are Ticicseed (Core- veil of imported
with pale pink net with relatives at the Murray
overlaid
designed in bouffant tiers, at°psis).
soft gathers and accented at the Woman's Club House.
Venice
of
headpiece
gara
tached to
Mck.seed are fancied by
corners by pink satin bows with
The T-shaped table was
deners because of their beauty lace created especially for her
streamers decorated with centered with an arrangment of
long
and because they are readily cul- gown, and embroidered with
tivatable. The swamp plant is tiny pink rosebuds with pink pink satin handmade rosebuds. daisies in shades of pink,
The table was centered with a flanked by pink tapers in silver
an annual, but there are also
satin streamers. She wore short
.branched silver cat- candlebra.
perennial sp-cles. One blooms in
groom
five
The
the Summer and the other in the kid gloves, pale pink shoes, and delbrurn holding burning white presented gifts to his atwere
which
earrings
Fall,. Most species produce Yel- diamond
tapers, and entwined with tendants.
low.flowers, but some are brown gifts from the groom-.
baby's breath and pink and
Luncheon
and yellow.
She carried a bouquet of pink
The bridesmaid luncheon was
floral gifts convey a special rosebuds, dried baby's breath white carnations.
message to someone dear. We and pink streamers tied in love
The silver punch bowl was on given by Mrs. James I). Clopton
have the widest possible selection
one end and the three tiered and Mrs. Fred Schultz at the
knots.
of potted plants Select one today
The
The maid of honor, Miss wedding cake, decorated with home of Mrs. Clopton.
and let us deliver it to a shut-in
to
gifts
bride-to-be
presented
a
with
topped
and
roses
pink
friend. You can provide the sun- Cindy Colson, wore a formal
shine to brighten someone's day. gown of American Beauty pink pair of white sugar love birds, her attendants. •
Phone. crepe with ecrirChaty lace. The graced the other end.
Mrs.•Fred Schultz,aunt of the
Bizs
squarebibfashioned of the lace
.1195PIT4LPATWF.T. _
....Diviaccliact bride,serv.ed the qake and Miss
-.featuredMiss Myrtlean Cooper of
neckline, outlined in small lace Dixie Hook and Mrs. Ronnie
at
ruffles on the empire bodice. Smith served the punch Also Murray has been a patient
12th at Poplar St
Hospital,
Long slim sleeves were ac- assisting were Mrs. Jay Miller the Western Baptist
7334106
cented at the wrist with a small and Mrs. James D. Clopton. Paducah.
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Newcombe Takes Open
By Defeating Kodes
By KAROL STONGER
Associated Press Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (AP)
- John Newcombe was playing
such had tennis at one point
last year that he took an evening off from the pro tour and
went on a beer-drinking binge.
"I got very drunk one night
and decided either to quit or
put out," said the debonair
Australian who now calls Texas
his home. "When I put out I
was surprised at how bad I
was. It took me two weeks to
get back into shape."
This year, he virtually quit
playing. He dropped off the
World Championship Tennis
tour and in the first four
months, did nothing but represent Australia in Davis Cup.
But he recently decided to try
for a comeback.
Winning the U.S. Open Tennis
Championship isn't a bad start.
The handsome, 29-year-old
blond, who sports a mustache
as big as his serve, over. — powered a scrambling Jan
Kodes of Czechoslovakia 6-4, 16, 44, 6-2, 6-3 for the $25,000 top
prize at Forest Hills Sunday.
"Two months ago I made a
decision to play WCf next year
and from here I'm going to
play right through to May.
t"By May I want to be NO. 1."
Come May, hell spend three
months playing World Team
Tennis for the Houston franchise.
Newcombe "retired" after he
won the Australian title in ear-

ly January.
"Once you get to a certain
stage in your sporting life, you
shouldn't make tennis your
whole life," he explained. "I
have a wife and three kids and
I've won all of the major titles
except the trench."
The man he beat Sunday won
ihe English title.
But Kodes, a 27-year-old claycourter who crouches at the
baseline like a cat going in for
the kill, was chided for winning
an event against a bunch of unknowns.
"I think he showed us he's a
real worthy champion," said
Newcombe in praise of his never-say-die opponent. "In the
second and third sets today he
kept digging gold out of the
ground. Sort of everything I did
he had a counter for."
Newcombe and Margaret

Court led Australians to three
victories, a share of a fourth
and a second place in yet another.
Mrs. Court regained her No.
1 status Saturday with a 7-6, 57, 6-2 triumph over Evonne
Goolagong, her Australian challenger.
Newcombe and Owen Davidson, a fellow Australian, won
the men's doubles over two other Aussies, Rod Laver and Ken
Rosewall. Mrs. Court and Virginia Wade of Great Britain
took the women's doubles title
from an American duo of Billie
Jean King and Rosemary CasaLs.
Davidson and Mrs. King
turned the tables on Mrs. Court
and her partner, Marty Riessen, by topping them in the
mixed doubles, the final match
on the 12-day program.

LesJaylçir Invited
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The Kentucky Colonels of the
American Basketball Association hoped to name a new
head coach today or Tuesday
prior to the start of their regular training camp Wednesday.
The new coach is expected to
be James "Babe" McCarthy,
who resigned his post as head
basketball coach at the University of Georgia Friday to take

the job with the Colonels. A
Colonels spokesman said Sunday night that the club was
holding off on an official announcement until "it is perfectly clear that he is out of his
contract" with Georgia.
McCarthy would replace Joe
Mullaney, who resigned to join
the ABA's Utah Stars.

Meanwhile the Colonels announced that five rookies of 11
at the rookie training camp
have been invited to return to
the regular camp.
They are forward M.L. Carr
of Guilford College, who produced 18 points and seized 12
rebounds in the annual veteranrookie game Sunday night;
it.
Brunet got his hands on it guards Ron King of Florida
more often than usual Sunday State and Las Taylor of Murray
night as the Redskins closed State, who contributed 16 points
out the National Football each; forward Benny Clyde of
League exhibition season with a Florida State, who pumped in
17-3 victory over the Chicago 15 points, and forward James
Green of Kentucky Wesleyan,
Bears.
Brunet, a fifth-year man out who led rookie rebounders with
of Louisiana Tech, has been 16.
All but Clyde were draftees
relegated to the special teams
by such heralded Redskin run- of the ABA club.
, Six rookies, including Otto
ners as Larry Brown and
Duane Thomas. But Brown Petty of Florida State, were not
missed the Bear game with as- invited back.
Besides Petty, they were
sorted bumps and bruises while
Thomas played but not much, Mike Boylan of Assumption
gaining but 18 yards on nine College, s draftee who was put
on waivers; Jovon Price of
carries.
Thomas spent the second half Purdue; Bill Smith of Marion
In the dressing room having his College of Indiana; Al Vilcheck
sinuses drained and Brunet got of the University of Louisville
into the action. He wound up as and Chuck Witt of Western
the game's leading rusher with Kentucky University.
90 yards on 15 carries.

BRANDON'S
BITS
By
Mike Brandon

BOY WINNERS-Boys who won trophies In junior golf at the Murray
Country club are top row, left
to right, Lynn Sullivan, Nick Hibbard, tiosi•ard Boone, Lee Stewart
and David Frank. Front row,
Robert Stout, Paul Austin, Trent Jones, George Bell, Scotty Orr, Brent Hood
and Mark Austin.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

Trophies Are Awarded To The
Calloway Junior Golf Winners
Twenty-two trophies were
distributed among 40 junior
golfers participating in the
junior golfers' program at the
Murray-Calloway Country Club
this past
at a potluck
_ summer. dinner and awards party, attended by more than 125 parents
and young golfers, at the club
Sept. 6.
The awards were based on the
scores posted by the youngsters
Aug 9 in the club's medal play
tournament for
juniors.
Working with the juniors this
year and in charge of the
awards ceremony were Mrs.
Margaret Shuffett and Tom
Muehleman.
Those receiving awards and

their scores in the medal play
tournament were as follows:
Boys, 14 through 17: First,
Lee Stewart, 79; Tim Philpot,
87,. second, and David Frank,
third, 88.
Boys, 12 through 13: Lynn
Sullivan, 84, first; Howard
Boone, second, 91, and Nick
Hibbard, third, 103.
Girls, 12 through 13 (nine
holes of play): Laurie Crass,
first, 62; Lori Rushing, second,
74, and Renee Grogan, third, 89.
Boys, 10 through 11 ( nine
holes of play): Brent Hood,
first, 59; George Bell, second,
62, and Scotty Orr took a sudden-death playoff from Trent

Jones for third place after the
two had finished in a tie with
64's.
Girls, 10 through 11 nine
holes of play); Becky Shuffett,
first,67; Carol Dick, second, 70;
Claudia Billington, 73, and
Catherine Dick, fourth, 74.
Boys,9and under(three holes
of play): Robert Stout, first, 20,
and Paul and Mark Austin tied
for second with Paul beating his
twin brother in a sudden-death
playoff for the second-place
trophy.
Two special awards, those for
the most improved players
during the year, went to Stacy
Fulton and Randy Mayfield.

The Mw-ray High Tigers are at Mayfield this Friday night and
already,fans are beginning to talk about the game.
Last week against Heath, the Tigers' defense was outstanding,
if a couple of minutes in the fourth quarter are eliminated.
And after those couple of minutes, it could well be that Tiger
coach John Hina will spend a practice session or two working on
pass defense.
Although I do not necessarily care about picking a winner, I will
say again that the team which scores first will win the game.
Scoring those first points of the game, especially to a team on
the road, is a great psychological lift.
A lot of sports action begins this weekend at Murray State
University.
The cross country team opens up Saturday on the road at
Lincoln University.
Coach Buddy Hewitt's golf team will be in St. Louis for a
weekend tournament and the soccer team opens at the University
of Alabama at Huntsville.
Of course, as everyone surely knows, the Racers open their
football season at home in Stewart Stadium Saturday with
Western Carolina.
Western Carolina opened its season Saturday at home with a 1010 tie with Terneasee Tech,last year's OVC champion.
I talked this morning with assistant sports information director
of Tech, Bill Taylor.
Bill said he was somewhat surprised the Tech was as ready for
the game as they were.
He reported that Western Carolina's wide receiver Eagle Moss
was simply outstanding in the game.
Anyone needing to contact me may do so by calling at the office
during the mornings or at my home at 753-6977 in the evenings.

Gary Player Takes
The Southern Open

By TOM SALADINO
Final scores and money winAssociated Press Sports Writer
nings:
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) Gary Player
By HOWARD SMITH
Gary Player won his first tour$20,030
Associated Press Sports Writer
69-6S-67-69-270
nament of 1/73 by a single
Forrest Fezler
Bob Brunet spends most of
stroke but it really wasn't that
$11,417
his time making tackles and
close.
Jerry McGee
avoiding blocks on the WashPlayer carded a 69 Sunday
$7,111
ington Redskin special teams
69-69-67-69-274
for a 72-hole total of 270, 10-unCurtis Sifford
these days, but he hasn't forder par, to capture the $20,030
gotten what to do with the foot$4,407
68-69-69-70---2'76
top prize in the $100,000 SouthSam Adams
ball once he gets his hands on
ern Open Golf Tournament.
72-69-66-69--276
$4,407
That was good enough for the
Dick Rhyan
one shot victory over second
75-69-63-70.-27'T
$3,254
year pro Forrest Fezler, who
Grier Jones
shot a 68 for 271 and $11,400 to
67-67-73-70-277
$3,254
push his earnings to just below
Dewitt Weaver
the $100,000 mark.
70-68-67-72-277
$3,254
Local persons were winners
With two holes to play, PlayJohn Schroeder
in the sixth annual Kentucky
er was coasting with a five67-65-73-73--278
$2,404
Fox Trotting Horseman's
stroke edge over Ferrier, 23, of
Butch Baird
Association Horse Show held on
San Jose, Calif. However, Fez$2,404
September 3 at the Trigg
ler birdied both holes while
Bob Menne
County Recreation Complex,
Player, playing in the next
GIRL WINNERS-Girls who won trophies in junior golf at the Murray Country' Club are top row,
$2,404
71-67-72-68-278
Cadiz.
threesome, bogeyed both.
left to right, Lamle Crass, Lori Rushing and Renee Grogan. Front, row, Carol Dick, Claudia
Roy Pace
Winners from here were as
Player shrugged it off, howBillington, Becky Shuffett and Catherine Dick.
$2,404
70-71-70-67-278
follows:
ever, saying, "I had the five
Class 2-Best 1972 Foal,
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon) shot lead and I didn't try to
be
Goodbye Sams Gal, Mitchell
clever. I just wanted to get
Stom,rider and owner, Murray.
"We've got so darn many
close to the hole. I'm certain if
On Apr* 29,194E,in his
Class 5-Western Pleasure, running backs in camp I don't
I needed a good finish, I would
air-raid bunker in Serial,
Poco Dark Joe, Michle Sto, get that much practice," said
have done better.
Adolf Hitler married Eva
rider and owner, Murray.
Brunet. "It felt pretty good just
Braun. Martin Berman,,
"If I really had to. I would
Class 5-Best Male Rider, to handle the ball."
was the best man.Each
have," said the 36-year-old
Hesitation, Bob Atkins, rider,
of the wedding guests
Oddly enough, Brunet scored
South African, who made the
James Puckett, owner, Hazel. a touchdown but not as a
received a silver-framed
Southern his 16th PGA triumph
runphotograph of the Fuhrer
Class 7-Children's, Lucky ning back. Rookie Mike Hanand 89th victory of his brilliant
and two cyanide capsules
Lad, Danny Kingins, rider and cock blocked a Chicago punt in
career.
owner, Hazel
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Powell hit a three-run homer.
the second quarter and Brunet,
homer
off
Mel
Stqlglemy
re,
Rangers
5,
A's
3
in his customary role with the Associated Press Sports Writer
Russia Wins Title
In the opener, Dave Duncan capping a seven-run rally
that
The Rangers handed their
Earl Weaver may be a tough hit a three-run homer
special teams, scooped the ball
LONDON AP)- Japan capfor powered Milwaukee over New new manager Billy Martin his
up And raced lb yard, into the little bird, but when it comes to Cleveland's deciding margin.
York 10-3.
second win in as many games tured a minor battle but the Sotalking -about the American
en zone. .
- Tigers.% Red So: 4
Vibitii
lik
Twins
Z.
Sunday,
and dealt Oakland's viet Union won the war handily
The Baltimore Colts defeated League East pennant race, he's
Tony' Taylor knocked in two
Jerry Terrell's two-run error Jim Hunter his first loss after Stmday in the World Modern
chicken.
the Denver Broncos 17-10 in a
rens with a homer and sacri- gave Jim Kaat the lead
he 14 consecutive wins with their Pentathlon Championships.
When questioned on the mat- fice fly and Ike Brown
Sunday afternoon game. Saturslugged needed to hurl Chicago to a 10-7 5-3 triumph. Winner Jim
The Russians swept the first
Bibby,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS day night, the New York Giants ter, the chesty Baltielore Oriole a two-run homer to lead Detroit victory over his former
three individual places and cap7-9,
teamextended
his
hitless
streak
manager
takes
the
• Fifth past Boston 5-4.
1973 Howe Runs
36 dumped the Cleveland Browns
mates. Kaat has won three against the A's to 142-3 innings tured the team gold medal by
Most Recent Home RunSept.8 21-10, the Minnesota Vikings Amendment.
Royals 9-6, Angels 5-3
straight
since being purchased before a scratch single in the piling up 15,943 points. West
Even after splitting a doubleKansas City took advantage from Minnesota last month.
1973 Games Remaining
17 topped the San Diego Chargers
Germany took a silver medal
fifth:
header
with
the
Cleveland
In- of Andy Hassler's wildness and
Babe Ruth's Career Record714 24-16, the Pittsburgh Steelers
with 15,943 points and Hungary
dians
Sunday for a 511-game faulty California fielding
Starts WEDNESDAY,
Aaron's Career Record
709 blanked the Atlanta Falcons 19to win
got the bronze with 14,856.
Aaron's Magic Number
5 0, the Oakland Raiders de- lead, Weaver measured his re- the first game of their doubleThe
United
States
was
fourth
feated the Buffalo Bills 17-7, the marks.
header 9-5.
-—
with 14,745.
He wasn't even sure about
Aaron doubled to score a run, Cincinnati Bengals edged the
The Royals won The second
singled, struck out, singled and Green Bay Packers 13-10, the the 13-4 second-game victory game 6-3 on Lou Piniella's tiepopped out in five trips in the New Orleans Saints downed the until it was nailed down, as a breaking double in the fifth inning.
Atlanta Braves' 14-6 loss to Cin- Houston Oilers 16-10 and the matter of fact.
"I am a firm believer that
cinnati in the first game of a New York Jets shaded the
Brewers 10, Yankees 3
By JACK STEVENSON
etry and joked about opponents
the ball game is not won until -.Dave May hit a
Philadelphia Eagles 16-13.
doubleheader Sunday.
grand slam Associated Press Sports Writer
was quiet and stoical as he apthe last out," said Weaver,
Off 732 Hwy. Ph. 436-5811
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Mu- proached the 12-round re-match
whose team lost the opener 6-4.
hammad
All's
era
of
pre- with Norton at the Forum.
AUTO RACING
The Orioles lost the services
MONZA, Italy - Sweden's dominance in the world of
of catcher Elrod Hendricks
It means big money this
WE ARE OPEN ONLY
when he fractured his gpkle Ronnie Peterson lead all the heavyweight boxing faces its time, but not that much in the
sliding home in the setwond way in his Lotus to capture his most critical test tonight when future if Ali should lose again
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
game. But the Orioles are still third Grand prix victory of the jaw-breaker Ken Norton eould to the 29-year-old ex-Marine
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC
in pretty healthy shape, despite season in the Italian Grand end it all for the former cham- who broke Ali's Jaw when they
Prix Formula One race at the pion.
5:00 A.M. TILL,5:00 P.M.
Weaver's pessimi.srn.
first fought.
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
Monza Autodrome.
They
"I'm in condition, but I don't
gained
a
half-game
on
Promoter Don Fraser esti1 TO 1,000 COPIES
RICHMOND, Va. - Richard feel too playful," declared a mated a crowd
second-place Boston after the
PRINTING AND
of 14,000 and a
Camera Ready 'Copy Only.
Red Sox lost to the Detroit Ti- Petty driving a Dodge led most scowling Ali at the Sunday gate of $600,000 at
the Fbrurn
DUPLICATING
of the way and finished 33-2 laps weigean when he scaled 212
gers &-4.
and closed circuit television
In the other American in front of Cale Yarborough as compared to 205 for the San could bring in another
21.5 milLeague games, the Kansas City he won the Capital City Grand Diego fighter who beat him last lion at 248 locations
in the
March 31.
Royals took a doubleheader National 500 stock car race.
United States and Canada plus
from the California Angels 9-5
Ali proved he had been train- more overseas.
HORSE RACING . . ing diligently by weighing
and 6-3; the Milwaukee Brewthree
"If the fight goes one round,
NEW YORK - Tentain, $7, pounds less than on
ers beat the New York Yankees
March 8, five rounds, 10 rounds or 12 I'll
10-3; the Chicago White Sox posted a two-length victory 1971, when he lost in 15
rounds win," maintained Norton whose
turned back the Minnesota over Bale By Reason in the to Joe Frazier in their
title largest purse was $8,000 before
Twins 10-7 and the Texas *115,100 Governor Stakes at battle.
he met Ali the first time.
'Rangers clipped the Oakland Belmont Park.
"I'll win," the 31-year-old forHe has $200,000 guaranteed
_
• DICTLEWOOD Calif. - Sfr- -rner'ellernp-decie
A's 6-3.
red. "I can't this time
the es4.-Juismp
Hendricks'tnjury occurred in Dalrae, $2.20, breezed to a 41
/
2 call a round, but it can't go the gets a quarter
million or more.
the. fifth inning of the second length over Myakka Prince to distance. I didn't train for
5044 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4662
our
Oddsmakers have installed
game, when the Orioles broke sweep the final leg of the $160,- first fight, but I trained for this
Ali a 5-2 favorite but it could be
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
loose for six runs to put the 000 U.S. Pacing Championship one."
closer at fight time-10:30 p.m.
garne away. Earlier, Boog at Hollywood Park.
The man who once quoted po- EDT.

Local Persons
Show Winners

Earl Weaver Isn't About To
Count Chicks, Royals Win Two

A Lots Forilli -Could
End It All Tonight

Irvin Cobb Resort
FRIDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
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Cardi
.5
By HAL BOC
Associated Press Spo
Introducing a new
for those whacky,
folks in the National
East Division. It's c
Title Tap-Out. You
step forward and
backwards.
That kind of trea
has created a
scramble for the di
with the St. Louis
holding the lead only
they're the only t
silly division able to
baseball. Rarely

BOWLI
STAND!
Magic To Lea
September 0, 1
Team
Ezell Beauty School
Triangle Inn
Beauty Box
Jerry's Restaurant
Murray Insurance
Johnson's Grocery
Boone Cleaners
Peoples Barsk
Bank of Murray
Paschall Truck Lines
High Team Gam
Ezell Beauty School
High Team Gam
Ezell Beauty School
High Team Serie
Ezell Beauty Scnoor
High Team Serie
E jell Beauty School
High Ind, Gam
Norma Bennett
High Ind Game
Jeanie Lyles
High Ind Serie
M,Idred Hodge
High Ind Series
Debbie Coleman
High Ayer&
Mildred Hodge
Debbie Coleman
Betty Dixon
Jeanie Lyles
Norma Bennett

Jerry
Easter
Jerry Caldwell
championship flig
Henry County Jay
Seal golf
Henry-Calloway
Corporation golf
Caldwell, who is a
• the Oaks Country
won the 36-hole
with a 75-73-148
par 72, 9-hole, co
Roy Cothran, also
held the first day
blistering the
course record, tw
70.
Prizet were awa
first four finishers
five flights. First p
flight was a trophy
merchandise certi
second, third and f
were merchandise
in denominations of
$45 respectively.
Second,third and
prizes were turn
and divided evenly
golfers who tied
place in the cha
flight. The golfers
Lloyd of the He
Club, Jack Adkins
Country Club,'"
Vowel of Fulton.
Winner of the fir
Jerry Stephenson w
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Cardinals Only Team Above
.500 In Eastern Wild Card
By HAL BOCK
this division, you can't argue.
Associated Press Sports Writer
The cardinals droped thirs
Introducing a new dance step
straight game Sunday, bowing
for those whacky, wonderful
to Chicago 5-4. But they
folks in the National League's
remained on top of the division
East Division. It's called the
becasue Pittsburgh managed to
Title Tap-Out. You take one
blow a six-run lead and lose to
step forward and then two
Philadelphia 8-7. Meanwhile the
backwards.
suddenly-hot New York Mets
That kind of treadmill pace
tightened things up even more,
has created a five-team
beating Montreal 3-0.
scramble for the division title
Elsewhere in the NL Sunday,
with the St. Louis Cardinals
holding the lead only because Houston edged San Francisco 5they're the only team in this 4, Los Angeles ended its ninesilly division able to play .500 game losing streak, beating
baseball. Barely .500, but in San Diego 5-3, and Cincinnati
swept a doubleheader with Atlanta, taking the first game 14-6
and winning the second 7-0.
As a result of the Title TapOut, the Cards are still first despite a three-game losing
Magic Tri League
streak and a mediocre record
September 4, 1973
of 72-71. Pittsburgh is second,
Team
W..L
Ezell Beauty School
4 0 one game out. Montreal is
Triangle Inn
4 0 third, 2ks behind while Chicago
Beauty Box
4 0
Jerry's Restaurant
3 1 and New York are tied for
Murray Insurance
3 1 fourth, a mere three games beJohnson's Grocery
1 3
Boone Cleaners
1 3 hind.

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Peoples Sank
Bank of Murray
0 4
Paschall Truck LineS
0
High Team Game (SC)
Ezell Beauty School
783
High Team Game (4C)
Ezell Beauty School
994
High Team Series (SC)
Ezell Beauty Schooi
2250
High Team Series (NC)
Ezell Beauty School
28113
High Ind. Game (SC)
Norma Bennett
196
Nigh Ind. Game (NC)
Jeanie Lyles
231
High Ind. Series (SC)
Mildred Hodge
533
High Ind. Series (MC)
Debbie Coleman
610
High Average
Mildred Hedge
177
Debbie Coleman
160
Betty Dixon
154
Jeanie Lyles
154
Norma Bennett
150

"It's a great race for the
fans, the players and the
writers," said Mets' Manager
Yogi Berra. "But I'll tell you,
this is hell on the managers.
We're getting into the ulcers
stretch."
Cubs 5, Cardinals 4
Rick Monday ripped a pair of
home runs and Billy Williams
tagged his 19th of the season,
snapping an eighth inn* tie
and lifting the Chicago Cubs to
a 5-4 victory over St. Louis.

New York a pair of unearned
runs and the Mets beat the
Expos 3-0.
Reds 14-7, Braves 64
Cincinnati stretched its West
Division lead to three games
over Los Angeles by sweeping
a doubleheader from Atlanta
14-6 and 7-0.
George Foster drove in five
runs and hit one of three Reds
homers in the opener. Joe Morgan and Ken Griffey also added
two-run homers for Cincinnati.
Don Gullett tossed a four-hitPhalle' 8, Pirates 7
Pittsburgh blew an early 7-1 ter and Morgan and Johnny
lead and bowed to Philadelphia Bench homered in the nightcap.
8-7 on Willie Montanez' ninth
Dodgers 5, Padres 3
Joe Ferguson ended an 0-forinning home run.
Philadelphia scored six runs 17 slump with a three-run
in the sixth inning to tie the homer that lifted Los Angeles
score after Willie Stargell, to a 5-3 victory over San Diego.
Mtros 5, Giants 4
working on a string of eight
Lee
May
boomed a three-run
consecutive hits, had boomed
two doubles and his 39th homer homer in the eighth inning,
moving Houston to a 5-4 victory
for the Pirates.
over San Francisco that
Meta 3, Expos
Two Montreal errors gave dropped the Giants 5lit games
back of the Reds.

ornhu kers Ou t For
Another Championship
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Oaks Woniin To
Hold Golf Day
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day golf at the
Paris Landing State Park golf
course on Wednesday, September 12, at nine a.m.
Berlene Brewer will be golf
hostess and asks each one to
lying a sack lunch. Those not
listed in the pairings are asked
to come and be paired at the tee.
Pairings are as follows:
Saundra Edwards, Emma
Lou Story, Della Boggess, and
Laura Parker.
Grace James, Mary Alice
Smith, Betty Shepard, and
Kathryn Outland.
Doris Rose, Essie Caldwell,
Jeannie Morgan, and Judy
Willoughby.
Virginia Jones, Murrelle
Walker, Cheryl Farley, and
Sharon Kelso.
Carolyn Caldwell, Bobbie
Buchanan, Mabel Rogers, and
Berlene Brewer.

Bennie Nrcelt Takes
Title In 35 Singles
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Murray State tennis coach
Bennie Purcell was the only
repeat winner this weekend at
the Kentucky State Hardcourt
Tennis Championships Invitational played on the MSU
campus.
The two day tournament
found only two of the four
division finals being played.
Because of a late Saturday
afternoon rain, action in the
open singles and open doubles
got no farther than the quarterfinal round.
Since all four of the
semifinalists in both of the
divisions were from Middle
Tennessee State University, the
cl'ampionship in those divisions
will be played Tuesday in
Murfreesboro.
Purcell was the only cham-

pion who was not dethroned as
,Smithwick defeated the
he again captured the title in the
Racer freshman in split sets, 635 singles.
3, 5-7, 6-0.
Purcell won matches over
The other semifinal match in
Bob Mobley, Jesse Spencer and the open singles
Tuesday at
Paul Rowton to advance to the Murfreesboro will
find Geoff
finals against former Murray Gilchrist meeting Wally
NorState tennis player Henry wich.
Baughman of Bowling Green.
Norwich won a second round
In the finals, Purcell defeated match over Del Purcell of
Baughman in straight sets, 6-3, Murray, 6-1, 7-6 before winning
16-4.
a quarterfinal match over MSU
The open singles found for- recruit Mike Owen, 6-3, 7-5.
mer champion Mikko Horsma
Gilchrist defeated 14 year-old
of Murray State losing in the Mel Purcell in
the quarquarterfinals, 6-0, 3-6, 6-4 to terfinals, 6-2, 6-0.
Eustance Kigonogo.
Four Middle Tennessee teams
Kogongo will meet Middle will play in the
semifinals
Tennessee teammate Clyde Tuesday at Murfreesboro
in the
Smithwick in one of the open doubles.
semifinal matches.
The team of Smithwick and
Smithwick had to win a tough Barnard won a second
round
quarterfinal match over MSU match
over
Owen
and
recruit Charles Wadlington to Wadlington of Murray,
7-5, 2-6,
advance to the semifinals.
6-3.
In the quarterfinals, Smithwick-Barnard defeated Bob
Peters and Del Purcell, 6-4, 6-3.
The other semifinals match
will
feature
XogonogoDurchrnan against Castle-.
Jones.
Kogonogo and Durctunan won
—The Kentucky State defense in the quarterfinals over Mel
held the St. Paul's squad to 20 Purcell and Eddie Hunt,64,6-3.
yards on the ground while rollCastle and Jones won their
ing up 269 behind the running quarter-final match over Horof Mike Beckham, Eddie Rad- 'sma and Knudson, 6-2, 5-7, 6-4.
ford and,d Mason.
In the 35 doubles, Tildon M
McMasters and Don Eads of
At Richmond, Ky., Alfred
Louisville failed to win their
Thompson of Owensboro set a
third consecutive title.
school single game rushing
After defeating
Bennie
record as he scampered 206
Purcell and Hunt Smock in the
yards in 33 carries and scored
quarterfinals, 6-2, 6-2, Eads and
the game's only touchdown to
McMasters lost In the finals to
boost Eastern to the victory
the team of Smith-Baughman,
over Chattanooga.
7-6. 6-4.
"I only ran where I was supSmith-Baughman had won in
posed to," the senior tailback the quarterfinals over Landollsaid later. "Everything else Underwood before winning in
was done by the offensive line. the semifinals over CrittendenThey deserve the credit.
Spencer .

Louisville And Morehead Fall
While Eastern And Western Win

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ter touchdowns and a safety to
Four years ago the Univer- spoil the opener for Morehead
sity of Louisville's 69-19 loss to State.
Memphis State was marked by
Morehead held a 24-14 lead in
the flamboyant U of I. Coach
Lee Corso's throwing in the the final period before Central
scored on a 28-yard pass from
towel.
But T. W. Alley, whose debut Steven Thomas to Michael
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. football championship.
Humm,scored the game's first as Corso'a successor was spoil- Jackson. Central went on to
Associated Press Sports Writer
score again as Willie Hill re"I watched the game on tele- touchdown, passed 10 yards
to ed by a 28-21 loss to Memphis
From all indications in Satur- vision and I got sick to my
Frosty Anderson for another State Saturday, says he isn't turned a punt 95 yards. The
day's 40-13 mauling of 10th- stomach," said Barry Switzer,
and set a Big Eight accuracy discouraged as his squad pre- Ohio team wound up the scorranked UCLA, the Nebraska of the Oklahoma Sooners,
record by completing nine of 11 pares for next Saturday's meet- ing with the safety as MoreCornhuskers have their sights who dethroned Nebraska last
quarterback
Dave
passes—that an .818 per- ing with Kent State at Kent, head
set on another national college year as champions of the Big
Schaetzke was tackled in the
Ohio.
centage—for 105 yards.
Eight Conference. "Then I real"It's disappointing to lose, end zone.
Davis, a 212-pound sophized there's no need to get sick
but
not discouraging," Alley
Earlier Schaetzke passed for
now We've got 11 weeks before omore, gained 147 yards on 24 said. "We got beat by a darn- two touchdowns,
connecting
carries
and
tallied
twice
while
we have to play them."
ned good football team."
with Doug McCray on a 21-yard
Despite his sickening feeling, Borg galloped 77 yards with a
In other season openers for hurl and hitting Vic Wharton
Switzer wasn't surprised by Ne- punt to give Nebraska a 14-0 Kentucky teams, Kentucky with a 22 yarder.
first-period
lead.
braska's impressive showing,
State trounced St. Paul's of VirGeorgetown College's new
"They were exactly the kind
A UCLA touchdown 11 sec- ginia 49-0; Western Kentucky
of team I thought they'd be," onds before the half made it 20- opened with a 42-7 defeat of Ap- Coach Tom Dowling had a succeaaful debut as his squad, led
Jerry Caldwell won the day total. A three way tie again he said. "Without question, 13 but Nebraska bounced back palachian State at Boone, N.C.;
with
a
they're
third-period
the best team in the
score and Eastern Kentucky downed the by the running of Wayne Jackchampionship flight of the occurred for second place and
son and Steve Johnson, turned
Henry County Jaycee-Easter the prizes were split between league. And from this one two more in the fourth quarter. University of Tennessee-Chat"We were in a pretty big tanooga 10-6, and Georgetown back Findlay. Jackson charged
Seal golf tournament at the Ratliff Paschall, Ricky Owens, game, they looked to me as
good or better than the Nebras- sweat at the half," Osborne College moved past Findlay 20 yards for the first score and
Henry-Calloway Recreation and Marcus Alexander.
Johnson rumbled 18 yards with
Corporation golf course Sunday.
The second flight was won by ka teams we've played the last said. "We were afraid the mo- College of Ohio 13-0. Morehead, 67
seconds left to ice the victomentum
three
had
shifted
years."
to
UCLA.
meanwhile,
fell
Jim
to Central
White
while Doug
Caldwell, who is a member of
rY.
But
we
kind
of
talked
things
(Ohio) State 31-24.
Nebraska, fourth in the 1973
the Oaks Country Club here, Willoughby, took second place.
over and got rededicated."
Kentucky had the weekend
Georgetown is idle next week
won the 36-hole tournament Three golfers tied for third preseason ratings, unveiled a
with a 75-73-148 total over the place in the flight; Kenny new head coach in Tom OsAnd what about athletic di- off and Coach Fran Curci has and hosts Northwood of Michclosed practice sessions to the igan Sept. 22
Underwood, James Latimer borne and some new names— rector Bob
par 72, 9-hole, course.
Devaney, who
public this week as the Wildand Mike Morgan.
Steve Runty, Tony Davis, Ran- named Osborne to succeed
him
Cothran,
Roy
also of the Oaks,
cats prepare to meet Virginia
The third flight winner was dy Borg—to replace the de- after 11 super seasons?
held the first day lead after Bob Fowlkes, Frank VanDyke parted
Johnny Rodgers, Ftich
"I don't know why I didn't Tech-which fell to William &
blistering the course with a took second place,
Mary 31-24 over the weekendGale Griffith Glover & Co.
start sitting up in the stands a
course record, two-under-par won third and Hugh Wright
won
Runty, starting in place of in- long time ago," he said "It's -in the Wildcats' new Com70.
monwealth Stadium at Lexingfourth.
jured
quarterback
Dave sure a lot more fun."
Prizes were awarded to the
ton next Saturday.
Winner of the fourth flight
first four finishers in each of was Mac Wiggins- while H.R.
Also Saturday, Eastern meets
five flights. First place in each Hudson took second place, D.E.
Indiana State of Pennsylvania; By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS'
flight was a trophy and a $90 McCutcheon took third and Jim
American League
Murray hosts Western CaroEast
merchandise certificate and Harp won fourth place.
lina; Morehead travels to MarW. L. Pet G.B.
second, third and fourth places
Baltimore
82 58 586 —
shall
at West Virginia; KenOther prizes awarded during
Boston
78 65 545 51/a
were merchandise certificates the tournament included a
tucky State meets Albany State Detroit
76 68 528 8
in denominations of $75, $60 and country ham each day of the
at Albany, Ga., and Centre New York
72 71 503 111
/
2
$45 respectively.
69 73 .486 14
hosts Oberlin. Western Hes- Milwaukee
tournament for the closest to
Cleveland
62 66 .425 23
Second,third and fourth place the pin on the par-3, 185 yard 6th
tucky has the weekend
West
prizes were lumped together hole. The hams were won by
Oakland
87
60 .577 —
At
Tennessee,
By BOB GREEN
Memphis
me to beat Jack, who is the
Kansas City
78 64 549 4
and divided evenly among three Jerry Stephenson and Jerry Associated Press Golf Writer
State, led by the running of Chicago
greatest player in the game
72 71
503 10/
1
2
golfers who tied for second Barker.
AKRON, Ohio AP ) — "This
68 73 482 1319
"We've never really played Clifton Taylor, Dornell Harris Minnesota
California
place in the championship
64
75 460 161/2
Jasper Vowell won a dozen was very much a personal goal head to head, and this is more and Dan Darby, scored three
Texas
50 91 355 3116
flight. The golfers were George golf balls each day of the for me," Torn Weiskopf said
a match play type thing. I real- times in the second half, twice
Sunday's Games
Lloyd of the Henry-Calloway tournament for blating the after pulling away from Jack
on long drives en route to the
ly wanted to beat him.
Cleveland 64, Baltimore 4-13
Club, Jack Adkins of the Paris longest drive on the second- Nicklaus for a victory in the
Milwaukee 10, New Yort ,-3
victory over U of L.
"I think that's why I won."
Detroit 5, Boston 4
rountry Club, eand"Jaspar eleventh hole and Roy Cothran prestige-laden -World Sarkis of
, Louisville was down 28-7 with
Chicago 10, Minnesota 7
But Torii Terrific; Via - was
Vowell of Fulton.
11:33 left in the fourth quarter -kirisactity
won a dozen halls for the most Golf.
-C6111;511111-5"
making his first appearance in
Winner of the first flight was birdies in the tournament with
Texas 5, Oakland 3
but managed to put together a
"I've had such a tremendous
this
event
that
flite
brings
toJerry Stephenson with a 161 two five.
54-yard drive with 2:46 to go to
year and it meant so much to
Monday's Games
_
gether the winners of pro golf's
narrow the lead to 28-14. LouisKansaS City (Busby 14 12) at
four major championships -the
ville then succeeded with an on- Oakland (Blue 1691. N
Chicago (Bahnsen 18 ) at
American and British Opens,
side kick to gain the ball at the California (Lange 1 1), N
the Masters and PGA—wasn't Memphis
Texas (Hudson 4 11 at Min
46. An interference
trying to compare himself with call on a
(Fife 22), N
pass from Len De- nesota
Detroit (LaGrow 1 3) at Mil
Nicklaus.
Paolo to A. J, Jacobs put the waukee (Colborn 188). N
Boston (Tan) 16 12) at Balti
"People have done that as ball on the one yardline and
more (Jefferson A 4), N
long as I've been playing," DePaolo used the sneak to put
Cleveland (Tidrow 11 141 at
Weiskopf said after his triumph It over as the final horn New York (Peterson 8 131, N
Tuesday's Games
Sunday.
sounded.
Kansas City at Oakland. N
"I don't think you can do
"We ran into what I thought
Chicago at California, N
that. He's won 14 major cham- was a super offense," Alley --Teess'itt Minnesota,'N
Detroit at Milwaukee, N
pionships. I've won one. He's said. "They have great speed, ---aoston at Baltimore,
N
Mu/eland at New York. P4
won how many tournaments all and (David) Fowler, their
togethea?"
quarterback, did an excellent
National League
Then he paused- and flashed a job of picking our defense
East
big grin.
apart."
W. L. Pçk G.8.
"But I'm working on it
In North Carolina, Clarence St Louis
72 7!_-103 —
Pittsburgh
69,.196 1
Maybe they can compare us Jackson and John Embree Montreal
73 466 7, 1.
when we're both retired."
came up with some dramatic New York
69 74 483 3
68 73 482 3
Weiskopf broke out of a tic running plays to spark Western Chicago
Phila21 ifkia
64 79 448 8
with Nicklaus just as national Kentucky to its victory over
West
television cameras began to Appalachian State. Jackson ran çii'tiinnati
87 57 604
12(X)Sport Coupe
1200 Sedan
6)0 2-Dr. Hardtop 6104-Dr Sedan 610 5-Dr. Wagon
84 60 583 3
focus on the final round of this 86 yards with a punt to break a Cos Angeles
Francisco 80 61 567 5' 7
San
two-day, 36 hole match Sunday scoreless tie in the second peel- Houston
73 72 503 14' 2
69 76 476 18' 7
and won the $50,000 first prize od and later went on to score Atlanta
San Diego
57 90 366 34
with a final round 66 arid a 137 two more touchdowns for the
total, three under par on the 7,- Bowling Green team.
Sunday'S- Games
Philadelphia 8, Pittsburgh 7
180 yard Firestone Country
Embree put Western ahead
240-Z
Pickup
Cincinnati 14 7, Atlanta 60
(lub course.
for good with the longest kickNew York 3. Montreal 0
Chicago S. St Louis 4
Nicklaus, who shared
off return in Western history-99
Houston 5, San Francisco 4
first day lead with Weiakopf at yards. That TD put Western on
Les Ample% 5,- San Diego 3
71, took a final 69 far 140 a
top 14-7 and Appalachian State ---AtottOtry's -frames - - 4,1
081st:tune, -t000trer-/
1
47 5/ 'el
tied at that figure
.S. couldn't get on the scoreboard Chicago
(Reuschel 1214).'
Open champ Joh
Miller. after that.
Houston (Grfffin 1 5) at San
Miller fashioned a fine 67 in the
Mother factor was soph- Diego (Greif 6 15). N
San Francisco ,(Maricnal '167
last-rouad.„ sack picked,- OP,who set_ n_La)_41
.
1art,(Fgrd 00)',
.z
Uainei. -.611,250.
a ichool timid with an aver_
.8ack
Masters title-holder Tommy age of _4V. yarcli on
Pittsburgh at _Chicago
Aaron was never in it. He fin- Pasts.
MOntreal at St
N
Los Angeles at Cincinnati, II
ished with a 73-149 and won
At Aahlontl, 'Central State
San Francisco at Atlanta, i4
$5,000.
came up with two fourth-quarHouston at San Diego. N
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Highway Maintenance Costs Keep R.!sin
g

Down Concord Way ...

Writer Says She Has Contentment
At Her Home; Many Visitors There
By Estelle Spiceland
September 4,1273
Murray University has a new
president.
Ledger & Times has a new
publisher.
"Down Concord Way" will
still be needed and will run as it
has in the ptst, according to
Walt Appedlon, the new
publisher.
Many from Mayfield, his
former home, come this way
fishing and boating.
We who live here find what
the world is searching for—
contentment.
From our secluded porches
we can look out on highways
where cars, boats, trucks,
campers, and even buses,
travel constantly carrying
people from many states,
evidently looking for what we
have here.

MONDAY—SEPTEMBER 10, 1171

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Rising
prices and an increase in miles
f highway are making the
upkeep of Kentucky's roads a
bigger job.
According to a U.S. Department of Transportation report,
total costs for highway maintenance and operation increased by 11 percent in 1972
over the previous year. From
1967-1972, costs jumped 31.7
percent.
Charles J. Henry, assistant
director of maintenance, State
Bureau of Highways,said exact
cost figures for this year aren't
yet available, but he's certain
they are going up. Of the three
cost areas—labor, equipment,
and materials—the price of
materials is rising fastest.
"There has been a tremendous jump in the cost of

They may pity us and our
hum drum lives as they pass,
but do not envy them.
We will miss from the book
mobile, Mrs. Ewing Swann, who
after 12 years as book mobile
librarian is retiring, but we are
sure someone will be sent in her
place.

beds, springs, and mattrecses,
very necessary items.
Congratulations to John Dale
and 7th and Poplar Church of
Christ.
And our sympathy to Mrs.
Minnie Durui who, though she
lives in a lovely hilltop home
near Concord, her daughter,
Mrs. Walter Hutchins, is
Sanford McClure celebrated seriously ill,
and now Mrs.
his Bath brithday at a birthday Dunn's housekeep
er, Mrs.
dinner given by all his children Brittain,
has had a kidney
at the new T.V.A. Park near old removed so is hospitalize
d, and
Brandon's Mill and near Mc- Mrs. Dunn, though
still active,
Cuiston Cemetery where his cannot stay with
her.
wife sleeps.
More babysitters and more
Her old home, the former housekeepers are
needed.
"Uncle Pink McCuiston" old
brick house, built by the
Harnlins with hand made bricks
is now for sale near Lake View.
Indeed a heritage house.
We attended a sale Saturday
Frances Drake
at an old home, Sid Easley's
grandparents 100 year old
home.
FOR TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 11,1073
Such sales sadly mark the
Look in the section in which lethargy. Even though you may
ending of lives.
your birthday comes and find not
get the help you expect from
As a nine year old girl looked what your
outlook is, according associates
, you can accomplish
at a worn old "fainting couch," to the
stars.
Raymond D. Muzia is a new at that sale she asked her
a great deal if you'll give
ARIES
economics teacher at Paducah grandmother, "was that what (Mar.
yourself a pep talk.
21 to Apr. 20) 116
44
Community College.
they had to lie on while they
Do not let problems or CAPRICORN
Muzia received the MS degree watched television."
Of
discussions grow out of (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't tax your energies now:
from Murray State University
Mother home in Concord is proportion. Hold yourself in
this year. His BS degree is also for sale because of the death of check,especially if dealing with enlist help where needed. You
from MSU and his major field of the owner, Howard Winchester. superiors, business associates. must make ready for new
arrangements, perhaps a
study was economics.
Mrs. Winchester, formerly TAURUS
As an undergraduate at Betty Snow, will go to Michigan (Apr. 21 to May 21) tioa' detour from your normal path.
AQUARIUS
Murray, he served as president where her only son lives.
1"11 those things you kncw ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
of the student government and
and
do
ably as the best source of
Something new under the sun
It may take longer than usual
worked
on
the
school is the hill side market at Floyd immediate progress but, at the
newspaper. Muzia also is a McClure's, outside of town on same time, aim at eventual to put across your ideas, but you
can still accomplish much and
Kentucky Colonel.
the Concord Road. A sale of accotnplishment in new areas. make a good impression. Be
GEMINI
alert to the wiles ci Bstterers.
(May 22 to June 21) 1116
9
Routine activities can go PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
'
along nicely if you are in the
You will not approve of all the
driver's seat. Where you are an
action about, but in your own
observer, be an astute, quiet
sphere
you can manage astutely
one—but alert to new trends.
and maintain equilibrium
CANCER
generally. Shun excitement
(June V to July 23)
YOU BORN TODAY are a
(Gleason
Tread lightly so as not to step
highly
affable individual who
sensitive
on
toes. There's no use
Hall)
12th Street
in provoking difficulty, but makes many friends in life—
meet it heaci-on where it exists, and keeps them. You have a
Murray, Ky.
and dispose of it intelligently. delightful sense of humor and
are insatiable in your quest for
LEO
knowledge. Endowed with a gift
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2fick
or Phone 545-3263 or 388-9904
Proffer a new idea and enlist for words, you would make an
the help of others to put it outstanding writer. Brilliant-in
-Ages 3-21 across. Under present in- argument and debate, you could
fluences, you should win neee. also excel as a lawyer or
benefits, advance your status. stateinian. Unlike man)/
N.D.A.A.
U.S.LA.
Don't be impulsive, however. Virgoans, you may not care for
business as a career but, if
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP% forced into it by circumstances,
Do not be upset by criticism. could make a good go of it
Tap
Strubng
If constructive, it could actually through your persistence,
show you new ways to capitalize patience and willingness to
work hard at anything you
on your talents and skills.
undertake. You are very
Ballet
2-3 Baton LIBRA
exacting—with yourself and
(Sept. 24 to Oct. n)
Like Virgo, you also can profit others. Try to curb a tendency
by both opposition and ob- toward censoriousness and
Acrobatics
Fire
stacles. Some new ideas could disillusionment when others do
brighten your day, a new not live up to your lofty ideals.
method perk up tedious but Birthdate of: James Thomson,
Modeling
poet; William Sidney Porter(0.
Hoop
essential routine.
Henry), Amer. short story
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) Ine* writer.
• • •
DEBBRAH HOOKS - CHARLES TOLLEY
If you've been interested in a
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
new project but have postponed
FOR 11073 Pot • Person( laSpassa
on hailtn, went*, love and
taking action, NOW is the time! forecast
- -it Taught by Top Authorities
nyarriaGe. sand 31.00 plan a ulna In
oak+ for pastes* and handling lo
But be sure you have the knowHoroscope gook Depertnwnt, gee 173.
* Producers of Many State Champions
bow and enough data to go on.
Old Chefs*. Station. Na' York N.Y
100)1.
SAGITTARIUS
Print your
Z
r r"PAZE,ADD
7I
RErwth
I
i
* Hurry While There Are Still Openings!
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (*insure
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
YOu
Me right forecast for your
0
Curb tendencies toward sallacgetsign).

bituminous material used on
road surfaces," Henry said.
-The high price of wood used in
the roads and structures is also
affecting maintenance costs,"
he added.
All maintenance equipment
isn't replaced every year, but
this year, the cost of new
machinery has increased by
approximately 11 percent,"
Henry said.
"Although federal aid is given
to highway construction
projects, the entire cost of
maintenance is left to the state.
This year, Kentucky will spend
about $60 million and esnploy
5,000 people on road upkeep,"
Henry said.
A main source of revenue totthe state highways is the nine
cents per gallon gasoline tax.

Henry said funds from this tax
are going up, as more gasoline
13 being.saki, They haven't felt a
pinch from the gasoline shortage, he said, and aren't anticipating a cut in funds.
Not only are there cost increases from inflation, but as
Kentucky builds more roads the
job of maintaining them gets
bigger.
Of the 70,000 miles of road in
Kentucky, the state is directly
responsible for about 25,000
miles. The rest are city and
county maintained, but the
state helps out, on a contract
basis, in rural counties where
there are shortages of personnel
and equipment.
"It takes about three times as
much effort to maintain an
interstate highway as it does a

the state, but especially in
nountainous areas, Henry said.
"They've been more common
primary (two-lane) road," this year, possibly because of
Henry said. "It costs $7-6,000 the wet spring we had."
per year for each mile of in"An added burden to the highterstate."
way maintenance crew is the
These major roads not only removal of litter from the
require surface repairs, but roadsides. This job costs the
must be striped at least once a taxpayers over
$1 million each
year. Also, surrounding land- year," Henry said," which
is
scape must be maintained and about
two percent of the total
worn-out signs replaced.
maintenance budget."
Henry said a big problem
occurs every year with deck
There were about 130,000 Indeterioration on bridges. When
salt is applied on icy bridges, it dians living in the California
gradually seeps into the bridge region of the United States
when it was discovered by the
and corrodes the steel. The Spanish in 1542.
bridge is in danger of collapsing
If the deck isn't promptly
Cliff-dwelling Indians are berepaired.
Another problem in road lieved to have constructed irriupkeep is a slide, where part of gation ditcht.s and built manystoried
the road actually treats away. Mesa puefflos in Colorado's
Verde plateau about 100
These slides occur in all parts of AD
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LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"

a

MKJ

HAS MOVED TO MURRAY TO SERVE WEST KENTUCKY
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE OUR ROLLING
PHONE DAY OR NITE 753-8245 FOR

f') YOUR OCOFt

111L

BOB ROUSSE - DISTRIBUTOR

COMPLETE LINE OF INDUSTRIAL CLEARING-MAINTENANCE PROUUCTS
All Size FLOOR MACHINES
13" - 16" - 20"

BUFFERS-WAXERS

YTERAARNSMMOITOVLARANTEE
Scrubbing it Polishing
BRUSHES-PADS
seundl..
ossimmiti

PUSH BROOMS
For STORES
GARAGES
SCHOOLS
FACTORIES
WAREHOUSES
DRIVEWAYS

FLOOR SQUEEGEES

FLOOR FINISHES - WAXES
SEALERS - STRIPPERS

18"- 36"

MOPPING PRODUCTS
MOP HEADS
•k
f
STICK MOPS
MOP BUCKETS
MOP PRESSES
ROLLER WRINGER BUCKETS

DUST
MOPS
-36"

ALL TYPES VACUUMS

SPECIAL DISC
ENTRANCE MATS

-

Buy
Syna-CI

ORAAAINTENANCE PRODUCTS -LOCALLY
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FRANKFORT. Ky —Gov.
Wendell Ford has announced
that for the first time in history.
Kentucky's
governmental
budget is being prepared on a
program basis instead of the
traditional oiganizational basis.
The executive branch feels
that the program budget concept can significantly improve
the decision making of state
government
The Governor said that final
instructions for preparation of
for the
the executive b
1974-76 biennium have been
distributed to all state agencies.
The budget will be presented to
UR 1974 session of the General
Annenribly
In a pilot program a single
program budget-that of the
Commission for Handicapped
Children-was presented to the
1972
General
1ssembly
Examination of the pilot budget
indicates it provided the
Commission for Handicapped
Children with a number of
firsts including
The ability to predict in
advance the direction of a
specific program and make
decisions as to any changes that
needed to be made in that
programs direction
The establishment of a
method for the agency
managers to analyse programs
and operations This evaluation
enabled the agency to identify
potential problem areas and
deal with them before they
became uncontrollable
--The means to identify the
actual cost of providing service
in any given program within the
agency.

The ability to compare the changes in the executive budget
cost of delivering services with format and the Appropriation
alternative methods of delivery
Net The changes need to be
and make decisions on the most
explained to members of the
efficient method.
General Assembly in advance
The Governor contends these in order that they fully unare results which can benefit all derstand the value and meaning
of state government
of program budgets"
Since its inception, the
Without the seminar. said
executive budget has related Ford. there is likely to be
expenditure of state tax dollars confusion
misunderstanding
to the purchase of specific and disagreement in conobjects such as equipment and sideration of the budget.
salaries for support of
The Governor noted that the
organizational units. i e.. staffs of executive agencies
departments and divisions.
need to be oriented to program
However the program budget budgeting. and the comfor the Commission for Han- missioner of the Executive
dicapped Children presented to Department for Finance and
the 1972 legislature detailed the
conducted
dministration
services which the state in- seminars for all agencies in
tended to provide, such as state government August 29 and
outpatient treatment for a 30.
specific number of children
Presently. the Governor is
suffering from cerebral palsy. limited in reviewing agency
This ni.vr method of budget requests. The program
preparing a budget places budget gives the Governor more
major emphasis on end results. ability to evaluate programs
rather than the means It also is because goals and objectives of
concerned with options and programs are an integral part
alternatives of delivering the of the newly designed budget_
best services to the most people If after implementation, a
at the lowest cost " Ford ex- specific program doesn't meet
plained •
its defined objective adequately
program
The Governor stressed that or efficiently, the
the program budget will in- can be revised or eliminated.
crease agency responsibilities
Even though some programs
and accountability
cross agency lines. the
With this budget the em- Governor and others can
accurately
and
phasis will be on defining quickly
programs identifying who and determine the total funds
how many are to be served and required to implement their
be im- objectives
how programs will
plemented
For example, both the Bureau
Program budgets represent of Highways and te Departthe second major step in the ment of Public Safety are inGovernor's efforts to improve volved with traffic safety ( the
the delivery of service. The first service 1. By checking the
step was reorganization around money spent in each departprogram cabinet areas. Under ment for delivery of the service.
this reorganization plan, the Governor will readily be
related programs were grouped able to obtain total cost for that
under the direction of a one program even though it is
secretary except for general divided between two agencies.
governmental agencies. This
action reduces the number of
programs that cut across
agency lines. Both stress the
importance of results.
The Governor said he is
Mers's pad dews Rd pm 1 MIA-CLEAR
providing $6.900 from his
Deaeosstall Wien wed FAST meal amdale me deer eidel-ekses
Wawely
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kencontingency fund to pay oneNOW Oat "hwetere" W *SS up la
Ibsen NINO Ins pen age mewsd seethe
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on
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u
new budget concept for will hold a rendezvous at Golden
MEW
all
wee
at
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i
Dine/me&
SYNA-Cl
of the General Pond in the Land Between the
members
tet a onnandlee. MIAOW Newdlod
p maker Try N Pip
Nssembly The Legislative Lakes September 22-23 lb
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Research Commission is to support of Kentucky's Hunting
Worth $1 51
and Fishing Day.
match the $6.900.
"Program
Hunting and Fishing Day,
said.
Ford
Buy one small size
Sy na-Clear . . et on Free I
budgeting will mean major September 22, was set aside last
year for the first time by
•
Presidential Proclamation to
honor the hunters and fishermen of the nation.
More than 75 longriflemen are
expected to attend the meeting
and to take part in shooting
matches and other activities,
according to Col. James M. Van
Divier, president of the group.
whose
corps,
The
organization is patterned after
the old state militia, is composed of people who work with
flintlock rifles as a hobby and
are interested in promoting
Kentucky.
The group was founded in
1963, after a group of Pennsylvanians claimed the Kentucky longrifle should have
been named for their state since
the gun was manufactured
primarily in Pennsylvania.
TheTipneylvanians
Limit
challenged the Kentuckians to a
rifle match, demanding that if
Kentucky lost to Pennsylvania,
the name of the frontier-era
weapon would be changed.
Kentucky won that match and
most of the matches it has
participated in since. The rifle
remains named after the
Week
Folded or on Hangers.
uegrass state.
The longriflemen receive
With any drycleaning order.
manY invitations each year to
Without a drycleaning order 250 each.
appear and participate in
parades, festivals and other
Monts. This year, Van Divier
says they are receiving many
requests because of the 1974
Bicentennial celebrations that
the groups will have to split
.half so that all requests can be
honored.
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Prices Good
thru Wed.
Central Shopping Center
your

9-9 Mon.-Sat. - 1-6 Sun.

POLYESTER

BANKAMEKARD
wekome

DOUBLE
KNIT

TERRY

60" Wide
Solids & Prints

HAND TOWEL

Reg. 53.88

ASSORTMENT

4/994

Reg. 3/99'

AUNT LYDIA'S

RUG YARN

"JEANS

v 180 Yd. Skien
.v Heavy Duty

784

•Many Colors To
Choose From
Reg. 99'

For The

Reg.
1.06

'4.99

10113/0 COTTON BATTING
Reg.

293

Ladies Blue Denim
Flare Leg
Sz. 12-18
Reg. 53.99

994

1.57

Family"

Girls Weste n Style

'299

Jr. Boys Wrangler

Full Quilt Size
81"x96"

1292
Mens Western

Antique Satin
Si. 29-38

DRAPES
Self-Lined

SELF STYLING

48x63 & 48x84
Many colors to
match any decor

HAIR SPRAY
Reg. & Hard-to-Hold

RAIN
WHITE
SHAMPOO
14 oz Size
Balsam -Herbal-Lemon
Reg. '1.12

Reg. '4.96

7 Ounce

JUDSON
I▪

t

i
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ROOM SIZE

--rOtG ATE
'

IDEAL FOR EVERY ROOM IN YOUR HOUSE!
2
/
2x111
1
8/

Large, Thick,
Absorbent

r'ree%

Reg. *15.88

DENTAL CREAM
WITH MFP

Reg. 37'

NOM SZE RIK)

$988

Register for

FREE

BICYCLES

2 26 • 3 Speed Bicycles to be give
away September 29 6 P IVI

No

purchase necessary

You must be 16 or older

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open:.7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Phone 753-9084
For September 10, /1, 12
Specials °

PLENTIFUL SUPPLY
BOSTON ( AP) — There are
mapped and explored reserves
of 1.6 trillion tons of coal in this
country, about half of which
are recoverable by present
technology. and probably another 1.6 trillion tons yet undiscovered, Arthur D. Little, Inc. reports.
Calling coal the most abundant fuel this country has, the
research firm adds that 59 per
cent of all coal mined in the
United States is used to generate electricity.
A

HEARING 195
Nea
WY ounec••••Lave Prat Tons4.164
iilaiml-fa•-• to,
He VS up tier AN.1•411a•
wPt roil vi.:••,
1••
t•hoi
iv owe
•41.4COltS• SOX 310 P.Pid:Weie*

FOLDING BED
Reg.

8-PC. MADRID

GLASSWARE SET

WESTMARK
AUTOMATIC PERCOLATOR
v 9-Cup

17-oz.

5 11.94

Size

v Fashion colors

v Comfortable
of Gold, Avocado
Gold

or Avocado

Rfg. 9.99
v Sturdy
Lny 'In Store - -

994

and Poppy
Reg.-1I0.92
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-breed-AVM- 1 started -Taking-soy own jollies *ad, jasaa.-./ enjoy life because 1 keep active.
I've sent for a copy of the LIVING WILL, thanks to
you. I wish to live, but I am not interested in existing.
F. E. W., KENT, WASH.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a widow in my sixties, nice figure,
and I'm told I'm attractive. My problem is finding a GOOD
man. They either drink too much and want sex, or they're
too old. One older man wanted to marry me. He said:
"You buy the house, Honey, and I'll cut the grass." He
could hardly walk two blocks, so I'm wondering how he
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
could cut the grass.
DEAR ABBY: We are both 77 years old, and have been
married 53 years. First we liked each other, then we loved
each other, and now we adore each other. Our problem?
We would like to die together.
HARTWIG AND HELEN IN BERKELEY
ABBY:
Well, you asked for it. My biggest probDEAR
lem is making ends meet. Medicare and Blue Cross will not
pay even a part of my medical bills. All I have is my
Social Security and it's not enough. SHORT IN ST. LOUIS
DEAR ABBY: I try not to think about It, but my
children are too busy to come to see me, and if I waited for
them to call me on the phone, I'd never hear from them.
My grandchildren are no better. They send presents once in
a while, but the best present would be for them to visit me
NEGLECTED IN LA.
more often.
DEAR ABBY: I just had my 75th birthday, and my
only complaint is all the talk I hear about "poor old
Grandma!"
I love to read, watch TV, listen to the radio, and
crochet. I don't drive, but I often take the bus to have
dinner out somewhere alone. I find most company [especially relatives] very tiring. I just love to be alone.
GRANDMA IN PITTSBURGH
DEAR ABBY I'm 74, wear eyeglasses, false teeth, a
hearing aid, and 1 walk with a cane. But I'm happy because I'm a born-again Christian.
feel the
I can smell the fragrance of my flowers,
aM. I aileat -asiyffilarrearThffcird.TO
ftrieli-nrinflia,buy.
I'm on old age pension and can't afford a radio or TV,
but I have lots of good book.s. I can't afford a phone or
even a newspaper but I can avail myself of my neighbor's
in both cases.
I've always been poor, so it's no hardship. Besides, I'll
have a mansion by and by.
GLADYS IN CHILLICOTHE, OHIO
DEAR READERS: If you didn't like this column, yea
woo1 like tomorrow's either. It's more from our wonderful
ABBY
oeolor citizens who wrote in by the thommods:

Senior citizens tell
their biggest problems
DEAR A.RRY: You asked senior citizens what their
biggest problems were. Money? Health? Loneliness?
Boredom?
I can't speak for the men, but I can tell you that the
biggest problems most women have are as follows:
When husbands retire they follow the wife around all
day remarking on how she does the housework, cooking,
etc. and none of it is complimentary.
Also, he never lets his wife go anywhere alone. Rit has
to tag along because his own interest in sex is waning, and
he starts accusing her of seeing other men. In other words,
they get jealous because they can't perform as well themselves.
Men retire, but we middle-class wives continue to do
our regular housework because of our limited income,
which has been worsened by inflation.
Doctors who see senior citizens will confirm the above,
for which there is no solution at the present time. But with
women's liberation, maybe the future will be better for
coming generations.
I can't sign my name because all phone calls and mail
are monitored here, and I'll have to carry this around in
my purse until I can sneak it into a mailbox. TRAPPED IN FORT MEYERS
DEAR ABBY: Yes, I have a problem. How does a
senior ritiman find a place to live? Had my name in for one
project for two years, and the building started to sink.
Applied to get into another and was told they were filled,
and had a waiting list of 500. Something should be done
about housing for us. I'm not ready for a nursing home yet.
EASTERNER
DEAR ABBY I'm 75, and a widower. I made my first
trip to a foreign country at age 70. At 71, I started making
my own sourdough bread, and now I can't stand bakery
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-Guitar
-Trumpet

Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
month of September.

B MUSIC CENTER
Dixieland -753-7575-Murray
TUNING-repairPIANO, BAND Instrument, PIANO
guitar and jazz lessons. rebuilding. Prompt expert serPhone Erwin or Pat Chandler vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
September 29C W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
753-1470.
Phone 753-8911.
TFC

Piano-Organ Sale
Frames Whittle and Kathryn Glover assist an elderly patient to
the recreation room for therapy each week. Red Cross Volunteers
provide seildssee at the convalescent ward of the local hospital

Kentucky Donates
Coal For Project
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Ken- marketable. They use several
tucky recently donated fifty substances including coke and
tons of high sulfur coal for a coal. There are no pilot projects
California experiment which in Kentucky.
may result in the use of the
"By donating coal for this
state's coal with less en- gasification project, Kentucky
vironmental damage.
has taken a lead in increasing
In making the announcement, the benefits that can be derived
Thomas 0. Harris, com- from coal and decreasing the
missioner of the Kentucky environmental harm caused by
Natural it. We hope that this project will
Department for
Resources and Environmental be a success and benefit KenProtection, said the fifty tons of tuckians and the nation as a
4.5 per cent sulfur Western whole. Because there is a great
Kentucky coal will be used to need for clean power and
determine how well Kentucky Kentucky has vast reserves of
coal performs in gasification coal, Kentuckians hold a great
projects. The state's en- „responsibility to lead the search
department for ways to use coal which cause
vironmental
initiated and is coordinating the little or no environmental
project.
damage. The Department for
Coal gasification has been Natural Resources and Enhailed as a means of preventing vironmental Protection is doing
environmental damage caused alI
can to lead that search
by air pollution when raw coal is through this and other
burned. Conventional methods projects,- said Harris.
of controlling air pollution are
costly and often ineffective. By
using conventional controls
much of the ash from coal
burning can be removed,
however, controls for sulfur SEPTEMBER 6, 1873
oxide removal are still ex- NURSERY..4
perimental.
ADULTS.. 107
Coal gasification removes all NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
of the ash and 99 percent of the
DISMISSALS
sulfur produced by burning coal
Mrs. Ida Bell Hargraves,
and converts the coal into a Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Joan Giles
clean pipeline quality gas.
Eldridge, Route 6, Murray,
Rockwell International in Mrs. Margie Louise Foster,
Canoga, Calif. will use a molten Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Cordie
carbonate solution to gasify the Lee Hamrick, 517 Whitnell,
coal donated by Peabody Coal Murray, Mrs. Cheri Alyn
Company.The coal was shipped Townzen, Route 9, Paducah,
to California by train in late Miss Paula LaVaughn, Fox
August. The experiment will be Meadow Tr. Ct., Murray, Mrs.
performed in mid October. Evelyn Kathleen Dixon, Route
Results will be knoWn by 7, Murray, Mrs. Bathe Eugenia
November.
Kopperud, 800 Main, Murray,
According to Harris, Ken- Mrs. Lula Mae Michaux, Gen.
tucky is the first state to donate Del., Hazel, Mrs. Katy Lee
its coal for use in_ a gasification Miller, Route 2, Hamel, William
project. There are 20 to 25 Edwin McSwain, Route 1,
gasification pilot projects in the Puryear; Tenn., Mrs. May
United States but none are Ramsey, Route 3, Murray.
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Hebrew month
10th President
Faint light
1 Skill
Confederate
4 Near
general
6 Sheen
8 Kiln
11 No one
9
Steamship
Rented
13
(abbr.)
15 Preposition
10 Rarely
16 Recuperates
12 Conjunction
18 Behold!
14 Portions of
19 Symbol for
medicine
tantalum
17 Den
21 Paper
measure
20 Again
22 Spreads for
23 Man's •
drying
nickname
IC
City
.in
Nnada
24
24 Note of scale
37 King of beasts 53 Portico
26 Edges
38 Partners
57 Fish eggs
25
Hebrew
Female
deer
28
39 Placed in line
58 Latin
measure
29 Dropsy
41 Be aware of
conjunction
27 Dirk
31 Lease
43
Charm
6.0 Macaw
30 Appellation of 44
33 Manuscript
Compass
62
Symbol for
potrtt"
(abbr )
Athena
.
46 Hebrew letter
nickel
34 Source of water 32 Soapstone
48 Cha rs
64 Symbol for
36 Actual
35 Missives
51 Tea I
tellurium
38 Parent
(colloq)
9 io
7 8
2 3
40 Sandbar
42 Man's name
12
II
45 High mountain 11
:So 13
47 The soteels01)'
Is
47
to
15
49 Arrive
50 Cravats
52 Golf mounds
19 20
21
22 23
54 Greek letter
55 Printer's
25
26
7.
measure
Church
31
29
56
30
33
dignitary
59 Note of scale
34
37
61 One in last
year of college 3. 39
42
43 41
40
63 Seesaw
45
47
49
46
4$
65 Eats
66 A continent
52
33
31
• (abbr.)
4
5
6
7
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-Drums
-Banjo
-Band

-Voice
-Piano
-Organ
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Back to School Specials ....

Crossword Puzzle

-10

Call
753-19'

MOST EVERYTHING

MUSIC

Hospital Report

THE PHANTOM
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Ffi

Greek Niter
61
_
1 Emmet
Firmly planted
3 TuberculoSis
-(abbr.)

37
61

63

64
7

Di tr by Uniteu Feature Sfltaleal It. Inc

10

Sale
Regular
$459.00
1—Spinet Piano'.
695.00
849.00
1—Spinet Piano
$699.00
320.00
$ I 149.00
1—Console Piano
1—Organ
799.00
$599.00
1—Organ
995.00
$1695.00
Urge Savings on Other Electric Upright, Grand
Pianos and Organs.
J3B MUSI C
Murray, Ky.

Several Fined
In City Court

CENTER
Phone 753-7575
WANT TO BUY

WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
17 copies of the Ledger & Times.
Please bring by the Ledger &
Times Office, 103 North 4th
Several persons have been
Street.
TFNC
fined in city court recently,
according to police records. WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of
Those fined, according to court The Ledger & Times. Please
records, were:
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103
Karen S. liardrick, D.W.I., North 4th Street.
TINC
amended to reckless driving,
fined $100, costs $10.
Gerry M. Baggett, D.W.I.,
fined $200, costs $10..
D.P. Stubblefield, public
drunk, fined $20, costs $10.
John W. Gamlin, D.W.I.,
amended to reckless driving,
fined $100, costs $10.
Buel D. Hargis, disregarding
BARDSTOWN, Ky.-An arts
stop sign, fined $10.
Paul E. Gordon, speeding, and crafts show on a
"professional fine arts level"
fined $10, costs $10.
no will grace the front lawn of the
Lathan
Milliken,
operator's license, wrong way Spalding Hall Civic Center in
on one way street, fined $50, Bardstown October 13-14 as the
major part of the Bardstown
costs $10.
Oral B. Eldridge, improper Fall Fair.
Both Kentucky and out-ofregistration,fined $10, costs $10.
Dan C. Hutson, III, no city state artists have been invited
to the fair, according to Mrs.
sticker, fined $10.
Charles R. Johnson, no Jim Cantrell, director of the
motorcycle endorsement, fined arts and crafts show.
$10.
Paintings, sculpture, pottery,
James R. Maury, speeding textiles, and mountain arts and
and disregarding stop sign,
crafts will be included in the
fined $30, costs $10.
show. Proceeds will be applied
Joey D. °Daniel, driving on
toward the renovation of
suspended license, fined $25,
Spalding Hall.
costs $10.
This building, parts of which
David R. Williams, no state
date to 1819, housed a Jesuit
Inspection sticker, fined $10.
college for many years. It was
Leighton H. Wyatt, public
used as a Union hospital during
drunk, fined $10, costs $10.
the Civil War and was part of
the St. Joseph Preparatory
School for Boys until that school
closed in 1968.

WANT Ti.)

WANT TO BUY 500
land with or w
provements. Phone 7

SERVICES OF!

CATI'LEMEN-H0(
Rhodes Feed Mill yr;
grain, any amount,
ear corn,for your co
making feed. Phone
Mill, Cuba, Kentuck
more information.

ROY HARMON fini
build!
Custom
remodeling. House
formica tops and c
workmanship. Phon4
0790.

PAINTING-INTE
terior, city or fai
Reasonably pricei
estimate phone 437
4712.

CEMENT CONTFL
Childress & Son, 75
garages, walks,etc
September27P

SCARBOROUGH PI

'Electric Complete

shtviee. Let us chi
pump for you befor
now one. 24 hour
service. Phone 7535543.

R & R ASPHALT Pi
work guaranteed.
residential. Free
Phone day or night
7201.

Paschall

Myers P

All 1

Bardstown To
Sponsor Fall
Crafts Show

SMA Program Is

ProfessicoaLariinteinviLetlio._

glinted Fiill
Accreditation
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - The
Southern Medical Association
(SMA) continuing education
program has been granted full
approval and accreditation by
the Council on Medical
Education of the American
Medical Association (AMA).
The announcement was made
by Robert F. Butts, executive
director of SMA.
As part of its continuing
education program, SMA holds
a scientific meeting annually to
help keep physicians abreast of
the latest medical advances.
The 67th Annual Scientific
Meeting will be held November
11-14 this year in San Antonio,
Tex. It will include a variety of
scientific and medical sessions,
with
addresses
by
22
distinguished guest speakers.
Attendance at these sessions
will provide credits toward the
hours required for AMA's
Physician's
Recognition
Award, established for those
beyond the stage of graduate
training or education.
Headquartered
in
Birmingham, Ala., SMA is composed of more than 20 00
Wyircia
-n members in II
sour erw--states a
t e
District of Columbia: 'The
association's exclusive purpose
is to develop and foster scientific medicine.

demonstrate their -speciatiiii
are
Pozzatti,
Rudy
Distinguished Professor of Art
at Indiana University, who will
demonstrate etching. Robert
Lockhart of the Louisville
School of Art who will sculpt;
and Herbert Schumacher of the
University
of
Northern
Colorado who will demonstrate
raku or "instant pottery,"-a
process in which pottery can be
made and fired in about 30
minutes.
The arts and crafts shows will
be open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Saturday, Oct. 13, and from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 14.
Admission will be $1.50 for
adults, 75 cents for children
over six years, and free for
.children under six.
Another event of the Bardstown Fall Fair will be a tour of
historic homes Sponsored by the
Bardstown Historical Society.
According to Mrs. Cantrell, if
the Fall Fair is successful, it
will be continued as part of next
year's
Bicentennial
Celebration,
-
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JERRY'S REFI
Custom Built Fun
South of Murray
Jerry McCoy, owr
8837.

WILL DO bahy-i
home, children 14
Contact Faye Tel

WANT TO care for
-s<
In my home. Pei
to bathe and cm
herself. Person
own room. Home
inspected. Phone 7

TIMBER-LODC
'Ducky Lake, Routi
Tennessee will
work. Large selel
Phone 901-593-3511

FREE ESTIMATI
Installation. Phoni

BULLDOZER W(
-gravel
topsoil. Phone H
or 354-8161, after 5

PRO]
CARPE
• steam cleaned.
Master 489-2504.

KELLY'S TERM
Control, phone 75
13th Street, "E
delay lets bugs ha
way."

JOHN'S REPd
Plumbing-electric
carpentry. Phone
753-7625 nights.

PROFESSIONAL
Schnauzer clippir
with a personal
pointment, Lyn
4881.

WILL BABY-ST
and under, $15'a
or 50 cents an
child. Also nigh
hour per child. Pt
8545.

WILL DO tra
hauling. Reasons
753-6130.

FOR ALL y
remodeling,

Oceiunercial. NI

118111/11111eg. Call 7

ADVERTISE!!
Company, 607
Phone 753-8346.

ls
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Call
753-1916
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WANT TO BUY

SERVICES OFFERED.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

Another View

RUNABOUT, 18 inboardWANT TO BUY 51) or 60 acres of ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
outboard Oceanic V. 350 H..P.
near
park,
beside
Street,
Sharpe
land with or without im- Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
Chevrolet engine, convertible
center,
schools, shopping
provements. Phone 753-7845. S1OC
top, FM Marine radio and tan549606)
(
Phone
university.
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
dem trailer. Phone Bob Forsee 11‘
---4
41-11.
1100
5E
rEt
-----1
October8C
SERVICES OFFERED
seamless gutters, installed per 2494.
STATE
898-7963 after 5:30 p.m. or 489your specifications. Call Larry IN STELLA, three bedroom
S11C
2436.
CATTLEMEN-HOG producers.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free trick, large family room with
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your
Indoor-outdoor.
SALE.
CARPET
TFC fireplace, game room, formal
estimate.
grain, any amount, shell corn or
$1.99 square yard. Good shags,
living,
ear corn,for your convenience in WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex- dining room and formal
$3.95 square yard. Also just
Still several new Cadillacs,
Radiant
making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed terior Painting. Phone 753-4832 room. All carpeted.
arrived new load sculptured
garage
car
Double
ceiling
heat,
Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
Oldsmobiles and Pontiacs to choose from.
shag, $6.49 square yard. While it
Immediate possession.
more information.
October9C 753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free large lot.
Paschall's Discount House,
lasts.
Phone 753-2469 after 5:00 p.m. for
Hazel, Kentucky 492-9733. Sl1P
estimates.
appointment. T. G. Curd, Jr. S1OC
September 18C
ROY HARMON finish carpeter.
BEDROOM SUITE, Early
and ,
building
Custom
BY OWNER-two story brick
American-maple. Good contrimmedre mod elin g. Houses
B&C CONSTRUCTION work. house with full size basement,
S14C
dition. Phone 753-4443.
formica tops and doors-Quality Complete block basements, three large bedrooms, two baths,
workmanship. Phone 753walls,
patios, living room, dining room and
retaining
S17NC
0790.
sidewalks, etc. Ten years ex- kitchen. Has garage apartment
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked
perience. Free estimates. Phone with two bedrooms, kitchen
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
9.10
PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- 437-4734 or 437living room, bath and utility
years. For free detailed estimate
Tar. bog Li
No Off -A0 righis mowed
terior, city or (ann. Quality. 4765.
September26NC room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
phone Atkins Gutter Service,
1 lay Ueseal WIWI.
0 11,
free
Reasonably priced. For
p.m. for appointment. September
Murray,753-8407 or 753- Main Street estimate phone 437-4790 or 437October10C
26C
.992.
"DOCTOR K14511.16ER, I PRESUME .
Octoberl1C CUPPING POODLES by ap4712.
BASS BOAT, 15' Fabuglass Pro
pointment. Connie Lampe 436- THREE BEDROOM brick, two
NOTICE
HELP WANTED
barn
with
old.
Four
acres
years
S14NC
2173.
Lee
R.
Model-1972, 65 H.P. Mercury
CONTRACTO
CEMENT
FORD-1971 pickup truck,% ton. FORD TRUCK-1972, one ton,
THERAPIST trolling motor.Phone 7532 miles east of Murray. Phone WANTED
1
3/
REFRIGERATOR, RESPIRATORY
& Son, 7534170. Patio,
Extra heavy duty, V8,- 2 gas -35(, long wheel base, Dower •
Hospital
wanted.
technician
S14C
753-6648.
congood
in
Sl2C
furniture
desk and
9467.
walks,etc
tanks, big tires and mirrors, steering, 360 V8 motor, stock
corpor
medic
ex
experience,
T.L. Asphalt Paving
Center.
dition for ChrisUan
September27P
miles. Phone 753-0955. S12C body. Very low mileage. Phone
35,000
consider
S15C sman preferred. WW
Phone 753-6666.
Driveways -Parking areas
NOTICE
S13C
474-22V.
qualified individual. CLEAN CARPETS the save and
training
Repairs
with Blue Lustre. Rent BUICK CENTURY-1973, full
way
or
11:00
safe
p.m.,
3:00-11:00
Hours
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Phone 247-7291 anytime
ORB ELECTRIC, electric motor
p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Contact Per- electric shampooer $1.00. Big K, power, air, mags. 1967 Buick
Eketric Complete pump repair All welt guaranteed, free
repair and sale. New Concord
NG
ADVERTISI
S15C Skylark, full power and air. 1949 DODGE VAN-1967 with 1970
office, Mw-ray Calloway Belaire Shopping Center.
sonnel
segvice. Let us check your old
TFC
Road, phone 7534114.
DEADLINES
Chevrolet pickup, excellent engine and transmission. Extra
SlOC
County Hospital.
pomp for you before you buy a
Phone 753-7484' after nice interior. Phone 753-2997 or
condition.
All display ads, classified
flaw one. 24 hour emergency TIMBER-LODGE on TennS1OP
!KENTUCKY WONDER beans 4:00p.m.
S11C 489-2611.
and
display
regular
service. Phone 753SAW MILL hands wanted, fork and okra, 25 cents per pound.
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
September 26C
ust
[
must be submitted
display,
5543.
On April 29,1945,in his
lift operator and timber cutter.
SI1C
Tennessee, will build complete
by 12 noon, the day before
Ni
air-raid
bunker
Bodin,
Full or part time. Experience
only
at
starting
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality fireplaces,
publication.
Adolf Hitler married Eva
helpful, but not necessary. Ex TWO BUNK bed mattresses.
work guaranteed. Business and $695.00. Selection of stones
Braun. Martin Borman,'
All reader classifieds
SI1P
cellent salary, depending on phone 7534609.
on
Satisfacti
.
available
residential. Free estimates.
was the best man.Each
be
by
4
submitted
Phone 436-5818. Sl5C
experience.
901-593Phone
of
the
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- guaranteed.
wedding
guests
.m . the day before
TFC
AKC REGISTERED Doberman
received a silveinfrasnied
TFC 3534.
7201.
tpublication._
_
photograph of the Fuhrer
WANTED TEN females for pinshers, guard dogs and pups.
3-••••••
SI1C
and two cyanide capsules.
fabric and figure modeling. No Phone 474-2263.
teach
will
necessary,
experience
RECIEVE FREE service or
right ones. If under 18 must have AUTOMATIC WASHER and
inspection on any type of vacuum
parents consent. $5.00 to $20.00 dryer, white. Good condition.
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
SI1P
per hour. Interview by ap- Phone 753-4601.
Byar at your local Kirby Vacuum
J.W.
Mr.
only.
Phone
pointment
7534311
Street,
Office, 500 Maple
OctoberIOC
Longtree or Mr. J.0 . &nith at MOBILE HOME 12'x55', Skyline.
day or night.
Holiday Inn, 7534986 September Wall to wall carpet, two air
IMP
conditioners. Miller gun type oil
10, 11 or 12,6:00a.m.-9:00
Phone 489-2669 or 753-0888
Sl2C funrance, about $10.00 per month
y
Ward
p.m.
Montgomer
If No Answer Call - 753-3667
heat cost. Underpenned. Tied
1203 Chestnut
FOR RENT
Sale, Wednesday only
down against storm. Utility
duo-matic
10 percent on all Returned
ONE BEDROOM furnished house, shrubbery,
Goods
753-7489. Fox
Phone
washer.
Phone
only.
couples
Open till 7:00 P.M.
ment,
--agairt
S1OC
wk.
FOR SALE
S13C Meadows Trailer Court.
753-7861.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & REAL ESTATE
miles
6
Furniture,
Built
Custom
IN STELLA 8.7 acres of land on As of this date, Septernber 8, 1973,
AVOCADO COLORED vinyl
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. good blacktop road. Perfect I Barbara Coy, Route 6, Murray,
Ye ACRE lot, located in Aurora, recliner chair, $25.00. Phone 753Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- building site. Phone 753-2469 after will not be responsible for any
:or mobile home. Phone 354-8161 3574.
SlOC
TFC
8837.
September ZaC
after 7:00 p.m.
HELP WANTED
S1OC debts other than my own. SUP
5:00 p.m. T. G. Curd, Jr.

1973 Model

y
stcRETAR
or

epairrt serle. Ben
'ducky.
TFC

CLEARANCE SALE
Final'Markdown
Now In Effect!
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Paschall Elect. & Plumbing Repair
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'
CHEVRbLET
[

Myers Pumps - Authorized Dealer

All Types of Pump Repair

Bob Paschall
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PICKUPS

Frank Kendall

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.

WILL DO baby-sitting in my FOUR BEDROOM, 21
2 baths,
/
home, children 1-6 years of age. new house. This house has all the
Nash
Contact Faye Tefft at 721
extras and must be seen to apSUP
Drive.
S11C
preciate. Phone 753-3903.

COLLEGE STUDENTS, we are
unfurnished
looking for students who wish to FURNISHED OR
apartment, central
earn extra money on a part time two bedroom
heat and air, wall to wall carpet.
basis. Set your own hours and
Available now. Phone 753work when you want to. 753October9C
4331.
Sl2C
=78.

GOLD SOFA, early American.
Priced to sell. Very good condition. 99 Riviera Courts or phone,'
SlOC
753-8133.

So. 12th St - Murray - Phone 753-2617

FORD-1966, four door, 6
FOR SALE
cylinder, straight shift. Extra
1972
ears
MACHINE-S
SEWING
clean. Phone 753-7619 or 753stones
STEPPING
CONCRETE
butmodel with zig zag and a
WANT TO care for elderly person THREE BEDROOM brick, two
S13C
0525.
blocks.
splash
and
concrete
FULL TIME lab technician
attachment. Phone 435in my home. Person must be able baths, central heat and air,
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, tonholer
104
Company,
Lumber
Murray
or
him
hospital
S1OP
for
community
care
for
and
needed
bathe
to
range, dishwasher, disposal
furnished, private entrance, air 4743 after 5:00 p.m.
SI2C INTERNATIONAL SCOUTMaple Street.
West South Street,
206
herself. Person will have their Landscaped, trees, fenced yard.
, refrigerator
conditioned
your
1962, four wheel drive. Good
with
PROBLEMS
HAVING
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247own room. Home has been state Phone 753-6416.
S13C
Apartments, South BUTTER BEANS ( white) for REDUCE SAFE & fast with running condition, $550.00. Phone
g. For
Mnunerinan
understandin
or
hearing
5111. Contact personnel ofinspected. Phone 753-5807. S14C
SlOC freezing and canning. Ready
S1OC
free hearing checkup and con- fice.
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water 436-2173.
Sl5C 16th. Phone 7'53-6609.
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200' sultation. Call your Belton
now. 30 cents per pound Phone pills." Holland Drug Store, 109
S12NC South 4th.
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- restricted lake view. Lots for consultant, 753-0832. October3C
489-2520.
S12C FORD GALAXIE-1964, V8
for COACH ESTATES and Fox
WANTED
BUTCHER
'lucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, $25.00 down and $25.00 per month.
automatic Good car for $100.00.
supermarket. Would consider Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
Tennessee will do your stone, Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots
EVERY make electric carpet One owner Phone 474-2263. S11C
435Phone
peas.
HULL
PURPLE
man.
stock
stone.
need
actrainee. Also
small parks, superior
work. Large selections of
for $10.00 down and 10.00 per
S11C shampooer does a better job with
TFC month. Central water-lake
exclusive 5423.
Good working conditions. Phone commodations,
Phone 901-593-3534.
famous Blue Lustre. Ktvik-Pik
SIC residential area. Phone 753CARD OF THANKS
753-9354.
,
access, all weather streets. Drive
S15C
fish aquarium, all Market,Five Points.
GALLON
30
October8C
3855.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Northeast on 444 from New
accessories, everything, you
MOTHERS NEEDED in this
The family of Hays McCallon
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Concord and follow Keniana
need, including fish. $65.00 Phone NORGE REFRIGERATOR, 14 would like to express our thanks
of
House
area
to
demonstrate
signs to office. Phone 4365320 or
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', car- 753-0771.
S11C cubic feet, 105 pound freezer. for the many acts of kindness
Lloyd tamed gifts, now through
September 12C
BULLDOZER WORK; treddng, 438-2473.
peted, two bedroomswater
Goodanadition.Pbooe.753per
8,10.ee
_
enr
from our Menet, maglibuts andDecemb
aim
-rciti
furnished. One mile fraiii
S1OC
2876.
or
deliver
No
bedroom
stove
part
time.
evening
three
camper,
down
OWNER,
relatives shells-au- durinr-14: fold
BY
1962-8'
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
$85.00 per month. Couple
limits.
collecting. Limited number of
and refrigerator. Will sill
death of our loved one. The floral
or 354-8161, after 5:00p.m. TFC brick, 1% baths, large family
S14C
753-3533.
Phone
preferred.
641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua offerings, prayers, food and
openings. Call for your apreasonable. Phone 489-2604. S12C
room, built-in kitchen, total
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy cards were deeply appreciated.
Sl4C
pointment 753-8291.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY electric home with central
poddles, parakeets, fish and We especailly thank Bro.
•
753-1514
Montgomery
HEAVY DUTY
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet heating and air. Phone
Phone 753supplies.
S15C
McKendree and Bro. Hoover and
riding mower, four gear tranTFC for appointment.
Master 489-2504.
TRY THE Avon way to a
October 1 1 C
1862.
long
Tecomksie
the singers from Northside
new
smission,
Three bedroom house at
profitable business of your own
Church of Christ, also Byrn
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest UNBELIEVABLE UNTIL you
1614 Farmer. Available life 8 H.P. motor, Firestone 25"
during hours you choose. It's
little,
very
used
Funeral Home for their kind
motor,
H.P.
4
cut
additional
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South look inside at 13th & Poplar that
For
1st.
Oct.
easy to get started. Cali Mrs.
USED BICYCLE, boy's, 20",
13th Street, "Every day you you can buy a nice three bedroom IF YOU have a weight problem, Glenda Duke 443-3386 or write
information phone 753-2225. \ four gear transmission. Phone Schwmn Jr. Sting Ray. Phone services. If we have overlooked
Sl2P
anyone, we are sorry, and wish to
home with living, dining, kitchen, Weight Watchers can help you. Box 3247, Paducah, Kentucky
753-7863.
delay lets bugs have their
S1OC
758-4679.
thank you also. May God richly
TFC bath and utility rooms, all for Class every Monday at 6:30 p.m. 42001.
way."
on
October9C LARGE MOBILE home
bless you is our prayer. Wife,Son
only $12,750.00. Lot 130'x110'. at the Gleason Hall, 12th &
Kentucky Lake, 10 Miles from ATTENTION FARMERS!!
MUST SELL repossessed items and family.
Rented at $100.00. For investment Payne.
Fr(
conditioned,
Air
Rhodes Feed Mill has received for balance due: one console
TRACTOR TRAILER driver Murray.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. or for your own home, you must
automatic washer. Phone 436- another truck load of gates. color T. V.; one console AM-FM
the
wanted,
over
experienced
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
one.
this
inside
and
see
g
Plumbing-electrical-roofin
Sl3C Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
road driver Phone 436-2252 2427.
stereo: one portable black and
A two bedroom home near
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
gate
$20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
white T. V.J& B Music,753SI1P
.1 /efore 11:00 a.m.
TFC University, plus 3 rental units
753-7625 nights.
$19.40,6 ft chain link gate, $12.75, 7575.
Sl2C service "watt Disney Products"
SMALL THREE bedroom house,
earning $190.00. Is priced to sell
gate $13.50, 10 ft.
accounts. High earnings! Income
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now furnished. All electric and air Lift. chain link
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and and owner will finance.
it chain
$14.60,
gate
link
over $1,000 per month possible'
chain
Weekly
Shores.
1st.
to December
lots on
conditioneAt Panorama
Schnauzer clipping and grooming Two "small business"
chain link REGISTERED Black Angus Inventory necessary .$3,290 to
no collecting, no $100.00 per month. Deposit link gate $15.40, 14ft
paycheck,
436Whitnell.
pounds.
at
1300
about
Dudley
Bull,
with a personal touch. By apchain link gate
start! Call collect Mr Davis(214)
delivery, no cash investment required. Photer, 435-5285 after gate $16.50, 16ft.
choice residential lots in
Sl5C
pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753- Two
steel post $1.30. 35 2178.
6ft.
Also
Sl2P
$17.50.
243-1981.
Nancy
Sl3C
Company,
Toy
Playhouse
6:00p.m.
October2NC Bagwell.
4881.
percent hog supplement (pellet
October1C
Frick,527-7133.
condition.
GOOD
For information on these or any
,
TROMBONE
EXTRA MONEY needed' Sell
or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
-Language Art -Meth
call
ONE OR two bedroom duplex,
WILL BABY-SIT for children, 3 multiple listed properties
or meal) Used one year. Phone 753- S12ciengraved golden metal social
(pellet
supplement
hog
heat,
and
air
Realty, 753-9954 -Reading readiness -Mink
ONE OF the nation's finest carpeted, central refrigerator, 113.00 cwt. Fly blocks 62.28 emb. 8594.
security plates. See Rosebud
and under, $15'a week per child, C.O. Bondurant
stove,
-Motor Skills
S12C
Sykes,
75344 MurrayHatchery. Phone
retailers is looking for a sharp dishwasher,
or 50 cents an hour days per or 753-3460.
concentrate
cent
dairy
per
41
eachers: Linda Haverstock
and dryer hook up.
aggressive person. Must be washer
Septemberl3C
child. Also nights, 75 cents an
cattle
Tramisol
cwt.
$8.25
fresh
girls.
FACTORY
or
BEI,TONE
Couples
patio.
•Sae Reiss•Debbie Crider
NOTICE
willing to relocate with nation's Private
hour per child. Phone 75365 cents each. hearing aid batteries for all make
boluses
wormer
S1OC
FOR SALE OR LEASE
largest shoe company. Must be Phone 753-9574.
S1OC
8545.
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. S12C
neat and willing to work Rapid
65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
GROCERY STORE with or
advancement, good pay, com- TWO TRAILERS. One 10'x45', Cuba, Kentucky. 382PORTABLE DISHW ASHERWILL DO trash and brush
without living quarters. Will take
in person to nicely furnished, $35.00 per 2593.
pany
Apply
benefits.
9c
October
Frigidaire, avocado with cherry
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
For the convenience of the Citizens of
Shoe mirth. One 8' wide with built-on
or farm in on trade. Phone
house
Mr.
K
Big
Hartell,
TFC
wood cutting board. Can be built753-6130.
September21P
SI3C 10' wide living room, nicely
753-1408.
Department.
Murray and Calloway County ..
month. Both COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby in. One year old. Phone 753per
$30.00
furnished,
FOR ALL your additions
753-5284 or Sales, Highway •68,_Benton, 8179.
- PEST CON'rRoi.
Insurance Salesman Wanted tc east of Ahno. Phone
remodeling, residential o
OcloberIC
•
•
""H
-sett
--cancet
flighty successful.
7536921:
-Fr
Bassman
oid.
ar
Nei:
state
commercial.
FENDER SOLID
Program in Calloway County
FOR THE best in pest control
Willie Frain: .7-4 Monday Hint May - •-"I`Eltrlifili411
7534123.
estimates.
51
4engt.
imp:,SP3I00series,-1 custom 200 service arid
Mile conlii91
Pe.
gin
enir
g:l
MOWE
stratton
.---r-I
SALE
FOR
or
unlimited leas, Male
742 Noon Saturday
Ltrand
.11(la
:I
& head, RCA microphone. Univox Superior Exterminating Comforw
Female, full or part-time Call
septem
0c electric guitar and case. Phone pany, 753-7266.
ber7153Photte
collect S01-221-4100 or write.
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
1972 HONDA 350cc. chopped. reverse. New, $195.00.
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Chuck Lyles, 700 Green Manor
TFC
753-0686. 8:00 a.m -4:00 p.m. SI5C
4782.
Company, 607 South 4th Street
S14C
Phone 753-6759.
Dr., LouisVille, Ky. 40221.
,
=s
1,
1973
September
ting
17C
October
=Star
Phone 753-8346.
%eget:fhb. I'late. (ow%
e vitt%
1 riatidv11111

FOR RENT

Educational
Learning
Center
Offers pre-school
for 3's, 4's & 5's

NOTICE

The Land Fill Hours

4
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Official Challenges
Absentee Voting Law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's Secretary of State
says the absentee voting provisions of Kentucky's new election law leave absentee balloting "wide open to fraud."
Thelma Stovall, terming the
absentee voting provision the
"worst part" of the new law,
expressed concern at the ease
with which applications for absentee ballots could be forged.
"It's so darn easy to forge an
application now. At least under
the old law someone had to go
before the notary and swear
the application was correct,"
she said.
The absentee balloting provisions are part of the new omnibus election act which requires, among other things,
that all Kentuckians reregister

Stolen Jewelry
Found On Road

to vote. The act already has
drawn some renewed criticism
following an investigation
which revealed that some nonexistent voters had attempted
to reregister to vote, including
one case in which a Social Security number composed of all
zeroes was used.
Meanwhile, the Louisville
Courier-Journal said Sunday
that a check of counties which
had absentee balloting problems in the spring primary
showed that many county
clerks are unaware of the law's
provisions.
The newspaper said in one
case that the Meade County
clerk Perry Usk; allowed
people to pick up absentee ballots in person and in a few instances permitted candidates to
pick up ballots for absentee
voters. The law requires that
the ballots be mailed to voters
from the clerk's office.
Also, charges have been leveled across the state that primary election candidates took
numerous absentee ballots to
nursing homes where signatures of feeble persona were obtained and candidates themselves verified the disability of
the voter.
Charges of forged signatures
also have been lodged. In Logan County more than 200 absentee votes were thrown out
because of irregularities.

A brief case full of $6,500
worth of jewelry reported lost
or stolen in Mayfield, Aug. 31,
has been found lying on the
in Brewers in southern
Marshall county.
State Police said a telephone
call from a Brewers woman
led them to the jewelry. The
woman told police the case had
been on the roadside in front of
her home for a about a week
and she at first believed it was
children's play jewelry.
After closer examination,
however, she found that the
items had price tags, police
said
The owner of the jewelry,
SULPHUR WELL, Ky (AP)
James Elliott of Mayfield, told
State Police earlier his display - Three persons are dead and
case either was lost or stolen. two remained in critical condiHe said after examining the tion early today after inhaling
case that there were no missing noxious gas fumes while cleanpieces. Elliott is an independent ing out a septic tank here Sunday night.
jewelry dealer.
The dead were identified 33
Hershel "Babe" Porter, 63; his
son, Duke Porter, 38, and Ricky
Jessie, 17, all of Sulphur Well.
Two men, Jamie Edwards of
Sulphur Well, and David Smith
Jay Landers, accordionist of Edmonton, whose ages were
from Louisville, will present a not available, were in intensive
program for the Senior Citizens care at Glasgow Community
of Murray and Calloway County Hospital.
on Tuesday, September 11, at
Officials said Duke Porter
two p.m. at the Calloway was overcome by fumes while
County Public Library.
trying to unstop the septic tank.
Robert
the The elder Porter and Jessie
Cox
of
Professional Ambulance Ser- then entered the tank to get the
vice will speak to the Senior younger Porter out, and
both
Ellis Community Center on were overcome.
Tuesday at ten a.m.
Edwards and Smith entered
the tank later to try to rescue
Table games will also be
played at the Ellis Center at one U e three.
The elder Porter and the Jesp.m.
sie youth were pronounced
The Hazel Senior Citizens
group will meet Thursday, dead by Metcalfe County CoroSeptember 13, at St. John's ner Bob Hunt shortly after the
Center, Murray, for a lesson on incident. Duke Porter died sevartex painting. The bus will pick eral hours later.
The accident occurred at Porup the group at Dee's Bank at
ter's Restaurant.
1:30 p.m.

Three Die While
Cleaning Septic
Tank On Sunday

Activities Planned
For Senior Group

Astronauts Photograph
African Nations Today

Mrs. H. I. Sledd
Dies Sunday At
The Local Hospital
Mrs. Harry I. (Fannie Mae)
Sledd of 704 Poplar Street,
Murray, died Sunday at 2:20
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 73
years of age and her death
followed an extended illness.
The deceased was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church, Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of the First United Methodist
Women,and Delta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
She was a retired saleslady at
lindsey's Jewelers, Murray,
and a former society editor of
the Ledger & Times.
Mrs. Sledd and her husband,
Harry I. Sledd, former Murray
Postmaster, who survives were
married June 15, 1922. Born
February 5, 1900, in Prattville,
Ala., she was the daughter of
the late T.J. Hinton and Emma
Martin Hinton
Survivors are her husband;
one daughter, Mrs. Max
(Frances) Olson, two granddaughters, Mrs. Eric Thomas
and Miss Linda Olson, 'and one
great granddaughter, Anna
Hinton Thomas, all of Atlanta,
Ga.; two SiStESS, Mrs. Louise
Lakeman of Haleyville, Ala.,
and Mrs. Roy Fosbrink of
Venice, Fla.; four brothers,
W.M. Hinton of Alton, 111., T.E.
Hinton of Seattle, Wash., John
Rusk Hinton, Sr., of Prattville,
Ala., and H.W.
Hinton of
Greensboro, N.C. One grandson, Steve Olson, was killed in
Vietnam on July 22, 1970.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr.James
A. Fisher, Sr., and Rev.
Richard E. Walker officiating.
Pallbearers will be Alfred
Lindsey, James Parker, James
Swann, Vernon Stubblefield,
Jr., A.W.Simmons, Jr., and Bill
Parks.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
The family requests that in
lieu of flowers that donations be
made to the America Cancer
Fund,c-o Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher,
Glendale Road, Murray, or the
Calloway County Cancer Fund,
c-o Mrs. Stanford Andrus, 1512
Sycamore Street, Murray.

Prices . . .
(Caathesed from Page 1)
Retail Clerks Union recommended acceptance of a contract that would have boosted
wages immdiately by $20, making the average weekly wage
$180. But the 6,500 union members turned down the pact, saying they were afraid the Cost of
Living Council would reject the
contract as inflationary.
The ceiling on beef was lifted
at midnight Sunday after more
than five months of government
controls. At the same time, new
rules went into effect permitting price boosts on other
food;; to-refieet tht-ristrip-cRst
of things like wages and overhead.

By HOWARD BENEDICT
ger, Upper Volta and Chad.
AP Aerospace Writer
A Mission Control spokesman
SPACE CENTER Wootton _said thee nalibnaliave been hit
( AP) - Skylab 2's astronauts hard by drought conditions in
today photographed six African the last four or five years,
nations ravaged by drought, threatening millions of people
Heebert Kramer, head of the
hoping the pictures will help al- with famine or disease.
leviate such conditons in the fu"It is hoped the high resolu- New Orleans Retail Grocers
ture.
tion photographs from skylab Association, said consumers
Alan L. Bean, Dr. Owen K. will contribute to the reduction will foot the bill for higher opGarriott and Jack R. Lousrna of such famine in the future by erating costs.
wakened an hour earlier than identifying water and mineral
"We try and determine what
normal to snap the pictures in resources and the pattern of price items are going to be on
a pass just south of the Sahara. vegetation," the spokesman the shelf based on what they
"- Countries photographed were said.
(suppliers) charge us," Kramer
Mali, Senegal, Mauritania. NiAfter more than seven weeks said. "Right now, we're workin space, the Skylab 2 astro- ing on a dollar-for-dollar innauts were reported in good crease - the increase that's
health.
passed on to us, we pass
Sunday was to have been an along."
off day, but the space travelers
Beef was the big question
requested a full slate of activimark. Many cattlemen with
ties, allowing spare time only
held livestock from market durDETROIT (AP) - Top offi- to take their weekly showers. ing the freeze and
scattered
cials of the United Auto Work- They did the same on their five shortages developed.
The freeze
earlier
days.
off
say
ers
they doubt their conwas scheduled to end at midtract with Chrysler Corp. can
The flight schedule for today, night Tuesday and the early
be extended beyond a midnight the 45th in the 59-day mission, end to the ceiling caused
some
Friday deadline unless an is similar to that of the past confusion.
agreement in principle is near several days - 12 hours of
+fTlie cattlemen are very apby Tuesday.
earth resources, solar astrono- prehensive,"
said John Olson,
my, scientific and medical ex- executive
secretary of the IdaANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) periments..
ho Cattlemen's Association.
- The US. Coast Guard says
"As long as we're up here,
bad weather will delay at- we might as well get every- "We don't know what will hap- -tem)ts to remove the bodies of thing we can out of this sta- pen to prices. We're hoping
six persons from the wreckage tion," commander Bean report- they will become steady, but
we don't know if they'll jump
of a DC8 jet cargo plane that ed. "You don't train for 21
/
2
crashed in the stormy Aleutian years to come up here and read way out or drop."
Islands
Ken Bbughton, director of the
a good book."
"Don't you guys ever lose marketing division of the KanIn Northern California, four your .fint/fhtsiasm or your sense. sea Depar.tment of Agriculture,
UncontrOlfe(1 tires haste roared of humor?" Mission Control. said, "One person's
guess
--433416-24416-4eres-of brush and
- tabourprtctsin DI as. good in the
timbers forcing evacuation of
"Got to keep up the momen- next, but I've done a little reseveral small communities and tum. When you're hot, you're flecting on it. I think ...
there
bringing 1,500 fire fighters.
Bead'replied.
will be a little bulge in price."
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Deborah A. Scruggs
Infant Son Dies
Sunday At Hospital Dies In Accident
Verlan Junior Rhodes II, Sunday Morning
infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Verlan Junior Rhodes of New
Concord, died Sunday
.c.11:15
p.m. at the Murray
way
County Hospital. The baby was
born at 8:20 Sunday morning.
The Rhodes family recently
moved to Calloway County from
Harrisburg, Pa., and Mr.
Rhodes is employed with
Fisher-Price Company here.
The little boy Is survived by
his parents , two sisters,
Veronica Lee Rhodes and
Georgana Kaye Rhodes, and
three brothers, Stephen James
Rhodes, Mark Allen Rhodes,
and John Verlan Rhodes, all of
New Concord, his grandmother,
Mrs. Flora Rhodes of Detroit.
Mich., and his grandfather,
Jesse James Rhodes of Lincoln
Park, Mich.
Graveside services will be
held today at 6:30 p.m. at the
McCuLston Cemetery with Rev.
Paul Wenger officiating. The
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home has charge of the
arrangements.

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Mrs. Fulton
Funeral services for Mrs.
Wess (Nina) Fulton of Murray
Route Two, Penny Community,
will be held today at 2:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Bro. Henry Hargis and Bro
John L. Hicks officiating.
Pallbearers will be Virgil
Garland, Paul Cunningham.
J.L. Ellison, Clifton Wilkerson,
Harmon Ross,and Rudy Lovett
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery.
Mrs. Fulton, age 72, died
suddenly Friday at 11:35 a.m. at
her home. She was a member of
the Union Grove Church of
Christ and was the daughter of
the late Steve Jones and Molly
Ward Jones.
,
Survivors are her husband,
Wess Fulton, to whom she was
married on October 20, 1923, one
daughter, Mrs. Clyde Dale
(Carolyn Sue; Tidwell, her
husband, Clyde Dale Tidwell,
and one grandson, John Steve
Tidwell, all of Manheim,
Germany, and one brother,
Clyde Jones of Murray.

Add Paschall Dies
Sunday Morning At
The Local Hospital

Deborah Ann Scruggs, age 21,
former student at Murray State
University, died from injuries
sustained in a one car accident
Sunday about one a.m. She was
from Water Valley,
Miss Scruggs was pronounced
dead on arrival at the Fulton
Hospital Sunday about seven
a.m. The accident was not
discovered until about 6:30 a.m.
Sunday when a squirrel hunter
saw the car.
Also injured in the accident
was David K. Snead, 20, Fulton
Route One, driver of the 1873
model car, who suffered
fractured ribs and a partially
collaisped lung, now reported in
satisfactory condition at the
Dimon County Hospital Union
City, Tenn., and Miss Dana
Harmon, 18, Water Valley,
passenger, who suffered chest
injuries, now a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The accident occurred four
miles south of South Fulton at
the intersection of the Chapel
Hill and Old Harris Roads.
Officials said the car missed the
curb and hit a ten foot embankment.
Miss Scruggs was a 1970
graduate of Wingo High School
ad attended Murray State
University for 2/
1
2 years. She is
survived by her mother, Mrs.
Jo Hal Scruggs, her grandmother. Mrs. E.J. Hall, and two
brothers, Larry and Mark
Scruggs, all of Water Valley,
and another brother, Billy
Scruggs of Dawson *rings.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home,
Fulton. Burial will be in the
Water Valley Cemetery.

Cunningham Rites
Held Here Today
Final rites for Ledford
Cunningham of Highland Park,
Mich., formerly of Calloway
County, were held this morning
at 10:30 at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Johnny Hester officiating.
Jim Washer, Gratis Wrather,
Roy Jones, Rex Beach, Noble
Cox, and Rupert McCuiston
served as pallbearers. Burial
was in the Kirksey Cemetery.
Cunningham, age 69, died at
his apartment in Highland
Park. He is survived by one son,
Torn , Cunningham of Detroit,
Mich., two sisters, Mrs. Wavel
Beaman of Kirksey and Mrs.
Harold Johnson of Mayfield,
one brother, Lloyd Cunningham
of Kirksey, and three grandchildren.

Add Paschall, 91 year old
resident of the Hazel community, died Sunday at eleven
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His wife
preceded him in death on October 22, 1959.
The deceased was a member
of the Oak Grove Baptist
The
traditional
dance
Church. Born October 27, 1881,
In Calloway County, he was hearalciing the football season
the son of the late Benjamin will be held at the MurrayCountry
Club
Paschall and De_arbra West Calloway
Saturday,Sept. 15, immediately
Paschall.
He is survived by two following the Murray Statedaughters, Mrs. Mildred Western Carolina game in new
Scarbrough of Hazel Route One Roy Stewart Stadium.
Dancing to the music of
and Mrs. Pauline Story, Route
"
uis ville A.professional
Three,
Fury-ear.- Terrn7,"
nine grandchildren; twenty-one band with a wide variety of
numbers from Kentucky's
great grandchildren.
largest
city, will begin at 9:30
Furieral services will be held
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the Oak p.m and continue until 1:30
Grove Baptist Church with Dr. .M
Admission to club members
H.F. Paschall and Rev. Otis
and their out-of-town guests is
Shultz officiating.
Active pallbearers will be $10 per couple, and no reserTommy Story, Jimmy Lamb, vations are necessary.
In charge are Darold and
Danny Outland, Joe Scarbrough, Keith Simmons, and Donna Keller with an assisting
Dean Alexander. Honorary committee made up of the
pallbearers will be Clerris following: Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
WiLson, Hoyt Jackson, Judge Adkins, Mrs. and Mrs. Bill
Paschall, Arlon Paschall, Paul Hopeon, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Rushing, Mr. and Mrs. Verve
Dunn, and Emmett Key.
Interment will be in the Oak Cohoon, Dr. and Mrs. George
Grove Cemetery with the Oakley, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Boaz,
arrangements by the Miller Dr. and Mrs. Jack Jackson and
Funeral Home of Hazel, where Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass.
friends may call.

Dance Scheduled
At MCC Saturday

Seen & Heard .
(Continued from Page 1)
be changed, and Wisdom to
distinguish the one from the
other."
A good conversation the other
day with Dewey Yates. He's a
good thinker.
The city street sweeper is an
imposing piece of equipment.
You'll have to get up early
however to see it.
Professor of English to
illificTeni: "Your vocabulary is
mean and impoverished, but
entirely adequate to express
your thoughts"

Member of

Mall time at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital finds Mrs. Annabelle Russell, Lillian Graves,
Marge Kipp, and Evasee Hosiord ready to help. These ladles work as Red Cross Volunteers each
week. To joie call 753-1421 or 7534440.

Richardson Offers Committee
Glimpse At Wiretaps Report
WASHINGTON (AP)- Atty.
Gen. Elliot L. Richardson today
offered the Senate Foreign Relations Committee a glimpse at
the summary of an FBI report
on national security wiretaps.
The committee put off until
later today a decision on whether to pursue the material, requested in its consideration of
the nomination of Henry A. Kissinger to be Secretary of State.
Richardson, in a 90-minute
closed seesion, offered the committee a memorandum drawn
from a summary of wiretaps
reportedly undertaken of 13
government officials and four
newsmen.
Those who were tapped included individuals on Kissinger's National Security staff in
the White House. The wiretaps
were undertaken to detect the
source of security information
leaks to the press early in 1969.
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Chairman J. W.
Fulbright said the committee
would meet again privately at 4
p.m. today to decide what further source to pursue.
Richardson told newsmen
that the complete FBI summary was determined by the Justice Department to- be irrelevant to the qualifications of
Kissinger to join the Cabinet.
He said the memorandum
drawn from the summary
which he gave to the committee
did not name any of the individuals whose telephone conversations were recorded by
the FBI.
Richardson said he assured
the committee that no member
of the committee staff was subjected to electronic surveillance
while employed by the committee.
One of those reportedly subjected to wiretapping while a
member of the national security staff was Richard Moose,
now a foreign relations committee staff investigator.
Fulbright's only comment to
newsmen on emerging from the
closed-door meeting was that
the wiretap procedure itself is
relevant to the inquiry as to
Kissinger's qualifications.

Officials Doubt
Contract Will Be
Extended For UAW

Richardson said one of the
questions still unresolved in his
long meeting with the committee was what information
the committee needs to carry
out its responsibilities of judging the qualifications of the
nominee.
After first refusing to release
the reports, Richardson agreed

last Friday to meet with the
committee after some members
said Kissinger's nomination
should be held up until they see
at least the summaries of the
FBI findings. ,
Although no one predicted
Richardson would release all
the information sought, several
committee members said they
expected to be satisfied.
For instance, Senate Republican Leader Hugh Scott, a committee member, said Sunday
there would be no further
trouble and the matter would
.be settled today.
The Pennsylvania senator
said Richardson and Ruckelshaus "can adequately satisfy
the committee's curiosity."
Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield, another committee member, made a similar remark over the weekend.
"Richardson isn't just going
up there to twiddle his thumbs.
I would imagine there would be
some hard information forthcoming," Mansfield said.
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Nixon...

LISTENING-Dr.
Henry
Kissinger, nominated
by
(Coatinued from Page 1)
President Nixon as Secretary of
In light of this, he said, "I
State, listens to question during
his confirmation hearings ,am at a loss to understand why
before
Senate
Foreign only the Senate has acted," on
Relations
Committee
in setting up a reform-study commission.
Washington.
Nixon said the public "might
well ask whether the interest in
reform is restricted to calling
for changes rather than making
changes."
Acknowledging he does not
expect action this year on all
his proposals, the President
said cooperation could produce
NAPLES, Italy ( AP)- A 72- "genuine progress this fall" on
year-old man died of cholera priority measures.
today on the island of Sardinia,
"I am fully prepared to work
raising the death toll in Italy's closely with members of the
outbreak of the disease to 24 in Congress in hammering out
two weeks. Like most of those modifications of these
bills," he
stricken, he had eaten shellfish. said.
Authorities ordered an autopNixon added:
sy for an 18-month-old girl who
"There are, of course, certain
died Saturday at San Giorgio a principles of vital
national conCrernano, on the outskirts of cern which cannot be
comNaples. The baby's father, a promised-the
need for budgfisherman, had been hospi- etary discipline,
for a strong
talized with cholera last week, national
security posture, and
and her mother reportedly re- for the preservation of
the refused to have her inoculated. quisite powers
of the executive
_Seventeen families,whn hoed in branch. But within
these limns
the same apartment house I stand
ready to find workable
moved into the local school.
compromiSes

Three ladies
bus in London.
go to Wembley?
lady, trying tc
heard over the r
"NW", repliec
"today is Thum
I," said the thirl
for a cup of
somebody say g

Cholera Death
Toll To 24 In
Italy Outbreak

Now, conterr
following:
Buddhism: "I
in ways that you
find hurtful."
5:18).
Confucianism:
maxim which ou
upon throughou
life? Surely it L
loving kindness
others what you
them do unto y
16:73).
Hindtdam: "11
duty; do naug
which would cal
done
you."
5:1-17to).
Islam: "No o
believer until he
brother that wl
for himself." (S
Judaism: "Wl
you, do not to p
That is the enti
rest is comment
Shabbat 31a).
Christianity:
you wish that rr
you,do so to thei
law and the pr
thew 7:12).

World News Roundup

ALGIERS ( AP) -The fourth sion between British and IceDETROIT (AP) - Top officials of the United Auto Work- summit conference of nona- landic ships in the year-old disers say they doubt their current ligned nations ended Sunday pute between the two nations
contract with strike-threatened with a political declaration con- over fishing rights off Iceland.
Chrysler Corp. can be extended demning Israel and America's The British navy said damage
unless an accord is near by Indochina policy, endorsing So- to both ships was superficial,
viet restrictions on Jewish emi- but there was speculation that
Tuesday.
If there has liStefl' In gration to Israel and pledging Iceland would break diplomatic
agreement in principle by then, to fight "neocolonialist ex- relations with Britain.
union President Leonard Wood- ploitation."
-crock said Sunday, "we're in big
KUWAIT ( AP) - The KuPHNOM PENH, Cambodia
trouble."
waiti cabinet decided Sunday
Woodcock explained that un- ( AP) - The Cambodian gov- night to defer
its decision on
ion leaders still will have to ernment claimed today that it whether
to
try
the five Palestill
holds
the
larger and more
reach internal accord with
stinians who held four Saudi
negotiating committee mem- vital sector of Kompong Chum, Arabians hostage
for four days.
bers and iron out local issues the northern part, and that gov- The
cabinet said it would have
ernment
reinforcements
are
after they settle on the broad
continuing to stream into the them investigated and then
terms of a new pact.
reach a decision.
The current contract will ex- besieged town 47 miles northThe United Pentecostal
east
of
Phnom
Penh. But the
Church of God has changed its pire at midnight Friday, and
WINCHESTER,
England
revival services from the tent at some 127,500 Chrysler employes Khmer Rouge insurgents stilt
the future location of the church have voted to walk off the job hold the southern part of the 1 AP ) - The British governtown, and fighting slacked off ment laid on unusually heavy
on Highway 121 (Mayfield unless a new contract has been
today.
police protection today in anagreed
upon.
Road) to the present church
cient Winchester for the trial of
building at 310 Irvan Street,
SAIGON (AP) - The South seven young men and three
„
Murray.
VA MAN TO BE HERE
Vietnamese government ac- young women from Northern
Rev. Elliott Perry is the
H. S. Miles, A Contact
evangelist for the services Representative of the Bureau of cused the Viet Cong and North Ireland who are accused of the
being held each evening at 7:30 Veterans Affairs, will be Vietnamese of 108 cease-fire car bombingsin central London
through this week, according to present on Sept. 19, 1973 at the violations Sunday and said 44 of last March 8. The explosions
Rev. Edward A. Grace, pastor American Legion Home In the Communist troops and one killed one person and wounded
_ grsernrnenteoldier were
200-outside the Old Railer
of the United Church. Murray, to assist Veterans and
in W)itehall...hleanwhile, bombs
The public is_invited:to attend their dependents with. claims
—Went -off during the weekend at
the services and to note the for benefits due them as a result
change from the tent location of their military service. He will dic gunboit-Thdr and the Brit- tendon's. Victoria Station, in
due to the rains over the be present from-9:00 a.m. until ish frigate Jaguar collided be- Manchester and in a suburb of
fore dawn today 30 miles off Birmingham, and six people
weekend.
3:00 p.m.
Iceland. It was the 12th colli- were injured.
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